A fortiori arguments in halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah and Tosefta

Abstract
In halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah and Tosefta, the sages-interlocutors use the a fortiori (qal-vaxomer) arguments. Following the previous description of a fortiori arguments that appear in the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah (Shemesh-Raiskin 2019, pp. 132–164), this article presents a corresponding description of those arguments in the Tosefta.

Chapter 2 presents the inventory of arguments in both compilations. In the various sections of Chapter 3 the discourse features of the arguments are described: elements that precede the a fortiori arguments (3.1), additions to the a fortiori arguments (3.2), responses to the arguments (3.3), and additions that appear after the arguments (3.4). In general, it was found that these elements are used more in the Tosefta than in the Mishnah.

Chapter 4 presents the syntactic patterns of the a fortiori arguments in the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah and Tosefta. From the patterns which were found by Azar (1991) in his article about the a fortiori arguments in the Mishnah, the most frequent pattern in the arguments in both compilations is + ש-מ 1 + מ 2 (דין 1 + ש-מ 2 (نعم 1 + מ 2 (סילוק ל-2 + ש-ל)) (f= (and) what if 1 + S1 + is it not logical + that-S2)), whereas the pattern (שלילי: לא + יפעל 2 (imony שלילי: לא 1 + מ 2 (דה 1 + מ 2 (positive: no + Yif'al)) is frequent only in the Mishnah. Another structure that appears in both compilations, is used to reject arguments, and is the most frequent of all the structures – לא, אם אמרת/אמרתם ב+צ"ש 1 + ש-מ 2 + תאמר/תאמרו ב+צ"ש (f= No, if you (sing./pl.) have said in+NP1 + that-S1 + will you (sing./pl.) say in+NP2 + that-S2)).
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1. Introduction

*A fortiori* (*qal-vaxomer*) arguments are a persuasive rhetorical technique used by an addressee to persuade an addressee by means of logic. *A fortiori* arguments belong to the area of argumentative-logical rhetoric. Azar (1991) characterizes the *a fortiori* statement as an illocutionary speech act (i.e. an act performed by the addressee), and defines it as follows:¹

A statement that is analogical to the logical statement, whereby if a statement *necessarily* gives rise to another statement, it is impossible for the first statement to be true and the second false. The first statement, which gives rise to a second statement, is a ‘stronger’ statement than the second one, and consequently, if the first is true, the second statement – the ‘weaker’ one – is also true (p. 8, originally in Hebrew).

*A fortiori* arguments can be found in various languages, including Hebrew, starting with biblical Hebrew. They are discussed in the research literature from various aspects, especially logical and rhetorical ones.²

Halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah and Tosefta are conversations held among sages that deal with halachic subjects. In these conversations, the sages-interlocutors use the *a fortiori* techniques in their arguments. A description of *a fortiori* arguments appears in my book (Shemesh-Raiskin 2019, pp. 132–164), and includes a presentation of the inventory of all these arguments in the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah, as well as a discussion of their discourse features and syntactic structures.

This article will describe the *a fortiori* argument in the Tosefta, another text of a halachic nature similar to that of the Mishnah written in Tannaitic language. This description will include aspects similar to those included in the description of the *a fortiori* arguments in the Mishnah, and thus serves as a continuation of the previous description. In addition, a comparison will be drawn between the findings in the Tosefta and those in the Mishnah for various aspects of the description. This comparison may further contribute to the general discussion regarding the relationship between the Mishnah and the Tosefta, although this general question will not be addressed in the context of this article.³

---

¹ See similar definitions in various researchers, such as: Jacobs 1972, p. 221; Bishko 2008, p. 95; Goltzberg 2010, pp. 179–180.

² See in my book (Shemesh-Raiskin 2019, pp. 133–135) a description of the research regarding different aspects related to *a fortiori* arguments and references to the research literature dealing with them.

³ I would like to continue to describe the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Tosefta compared to the conversations in the Mishnah described in my book (Shemesh-Raiskin 2019), after which I will try to investigate the findings that arise from the comparison in light of the question regarding the relationship between the Mishnah and the Tosefta.
The description of the *a fortiori* arguments in the Mishnah – presented as noted in the previous description – was conducted based on a corpus of all the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah, i.e. 190 conversations that include 240 exchanges among interlocutors. The description of the *a fortiori* arguments in the Tosefta in this article is based on a corpus that includes the halachic give-and-take conversations that appear in three orders of the Tosefta: Zera’im, Moe’d and Nashim. This corpus involves 118 conversations that include 172 exchanges.

The different chapters of this article will describe the *a fortiori* arguments in the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Tosefta, compared to what is found in the Mishnah: Chapter 2 will present the inventory of arguments in both corpora, Chapter 3 will describe the discourse features of the arguments, and Chapter 4 – their syntactic structures. At the focus of the description are the *a fortiori* arguments in the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Tosefta, since the arguments in the Mishnah have already been covered in the previous description. Consequently, most of the examples presented in this article are taken from the Tosefta. The comparison to what is found in the Mishnah will mostly note only the essence of the findings of the study on the *a fortiori* arguments in the Mishnah, without details or examples, which as noted can be found in the previous description (Shemesh-Raiskin 2019, pp. 132–164).

2. The inventory of *a fortiori* arguments in halachic give-and-take discussions in the Mishnah and Tosefta

The various sections of this chapter will describe some of the general findings regarding the *a fortiori* arguments that appear in the Tosefta corpus and in the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah.

2.1. The extent of use of *a fortiori* arguments

A total of 47 *a fortiori* arguments were found in the Tosefta corpus that was examined. These arguments appear in about one-fifth of the exchanges included in the corpus (21.5%, in 37 of 172 exchanges). This proportion of exchanges containing *a fortiori* arguments in the Tosefta is identical to what was found in the Mishnah: 71 *a fortiori* arguments were found in the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah, appearing in approximately one-fifth of the exchanges (21.25%, in 52 of 240 exchanges).\(^4\)

---

\(^4\) In the description of the *a fortiori* arguments in the Mishnah, at first 70 *a fortiori* arguments were found, and further study of the arguments in the Tosefta found an additional argument in the Mishnah, which will be presented in Citation 17 in the description of Structure 7 in Chapter 4 below.
The use of *a fortiori* arguments is a prominent rhetorical device in halachic give-and-take conversations in both the Mishnah and Tosefta, comparable to a device that Meir (1992) found in disagreements that she examined in the Mishnah. Her study found that the citation of one or more biblical verses was found in 14% of the disagreements.

2.2. A comparison of the inventory of *a fortiori* arguments of conversations in the Tosefta with arguments in the Mishnah

A comparison of all the *a fortiori* arguments in the Tosefta corpus of conversations with all the arguments found in halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah shows that some *a fortiori* arguments in the Tosefta appear in corresponding conversations in the Mishnah and the Tosefta, while some arguments in the Tosefta appear in conversations that have no corresponding conversation in the Mishnah.

About one-quarter of the arguments in the Tosefta (11 of 47 arguments = 23%) appear in corresponding conversations in the Mishnah. A number of connections were found between these arguments that appear in corresponding conversations in both compilations:

1. Three identical *a fortiori* arguments in the Mishnah and Tosefta.
   
   Citation 1 from the Tosefta contains an *a fortiori* argument made by אמרו לו (‘They said to him’), which also appears in its parallel in the Mishnah (m. Shevi’it 7: 2). In the Mishnah, however, the second part of the exchange is missing, i.e. the words of R. Meir.

---

5 These 11 *a fortiori* arguments appear in eight exchanges (in three exchanges in which two arguments are included in each exchange), that appeared in six conversations. In one of the conversations – 3 below – four arguments that are included in three exchanges appear.

6 In general terms, the corpus of halachic give-and-take conversations in the Tosefta that was examined contains 16 conversations that correspond to conversations in the Mishnah, which is 14% of all 118 conversations in the examined corpus in the Tosefta.

7 The citations from Tannaitic literature in this paper were collected from the Ma’agarim program of the Hebrew Language Historical Dictionary Project (HDP) of the Academy of the Hebrew Language, located on the Academy’s website. To facilitate the smooth reading of the quotations, punctuation marks have occasionally been added, and certain textual marks used by the Hebrew Historical Dictionary Project may have been omitted; as a result of this omission, necessary amendments to the text have been made. When the text in the citation is presented as a partial citation, the omitted section is noted by means of square brackets and three dots [...]. The translation of excerpts of the Tosefta into English is based mainly on Neusner (1981), and the translation of Mishnah excerpts – on Neusner (1988), with certain changes made for the purpose of clarity.

In the presentation of the conversations in the citations in this article, the inductive patterns at the start of the exchanges are emphasized (such as אמרו לו [‘They said to him’] and אמר להם [‘He said to them’]) in Citation 1), and the part of the citation that does not belong to the conversation itself appears in smaller letters (e.g. the first sentence in Citation 1). If the conversation in the citation contains a number of exchanges, they are numbered with a small letter at the start (in the citation in Hebrew with the Hebrew letters א, ב, etc.; in the translation into English in small Latin letters A, B, etc., such as in
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1. R. Meir Says: The money [resulting from the sale of the produce] is removed any time before the New Year [of the eighth year].

They said to him: [The plants] are not subject to removal, so much the more so the money is not. He said to them: I adopt a more stringent position with regard to the money than to the produce itself. (t. Shevi‘it 5: 4)

A further identical a fortiori argument appears in the words of Beit Hillel in the parallel conversations in the Mishnah and Tosefta (m. Beitzaah 1: 6 and t. Yom Tov 1: 12). In Citation 3 below, the first exchange A contains an a fortiori argument in the words of Beit Hillel: מֵהַשֵּׁר אָסַרְתָּו לְרֵיסִים וְמֵאָסַרְתָּו אָסַרְתָּו לְכַלַּנֵים. מַדּוּרְךָ שָׁלֵּא אָסַרְתָּו אָסַרְתָּו שָׁלֵּא. (‘A clean [heave-offering] is forbidden to non-priests, and unclean [heave-offering] is forbidden to priests, just as clean is neutralized, so unclean can be neutralized’), which is almost identical to a parallel argument in the Mishnah (m. Terumot 5: 4).

In the Mishnah, however, the two words ‘משייר’ (‘since’) and ‘אֶפֶּל’ (‘also’) have been added to the argument: וּמִצָּה עָשְׂרוּת אָסַרְתָּו לְרֵיסִים וְאָסַרְתָּו שָׁלֵּא (‘Since clean [heave-offering] is forbidden to non-priests, and also unclean [heave-offering] is forbidden to priests [...]’).

2. Four arguments are found in the Tosefta in the part of the conversation not found in the Mishnah: Two exchanges in Conversation 3 below in the Tosefta (the second exchange B in the words of Beit Shammai and the third exchange C in the words of Beit Hillel) do not have parallel exchanges in the corresponding conversation in the Mishnah, and similarly, the second exchange B in Conversation 5 below in the Tosefta and the second part of the exchange in the Conversation 4 below in Tosefta.

3. Two different a fortiori arguments are different in content but constructed using the same syntactic pattern: both arguments appear in a single conversation in both parts of a single exchange; they are different from one another in content but constructed using the same syntactic pattern – the first, which appears in the words of R. Eliezer is made up of the pattern: ?...אָסַרְתָּו לְקַלַּנֵים. (‘and what if... is it not logical that...?’), and the second, in the words of R. ‘Aqiba: ?...אָסַרְתָּו לְרֵיסִים. (‘No, if you have said in... that... will you say in... that...?’) (Pattern F and Structure 6 respectively, and see the discussion on them in Chapter 4 below).^8

Citation 3 below), and if the citation contains two conversations, they are numbered in the citation and in the translation into English with small Roman numerals at their start: I, II (as in Citation 10 below).

^8 When this article presents corresponding citations in the Mishnah and Tosefta, they will be presented in corresponding columns, with the right column from the Tosefta, with the corresponding parts presented opposite one another.
A deceased childless brother’s widow awaiting levirate marriage, whether with a single levir or with two levirs – R. Eliezer says: He annuls her vows. R. Joshua says: That is the case with one, but not with two. R. ‘Aqiba says: That is the case neither with one nor with two.

Said R. Eliezer: Now if in the case of a woman whom he acquired for himself, lo, he annuls her vow, a woman acquired for him by Heaven is it not logical that he would annul her vows?

Said R. ‘Aqiba: No, if you have so stated the rule in regard to a woman whom he has acquired for himself, the fact is that others have no claim on her. But will you say the same in the case of
a woman acquired in his behalf by Heaven, in whom others [other levirs] have a claim? (m. Nedarim 10: 6)

It should be noted that despite the identical syntactical patterns of the two arguments in these parallel conversations, both arguments in the Tosefta contain longer and more complex versions (for a discussion of the syntactic variation in the second argument with ש_cycle_ (‘for just as’), see the discussion on Structure 6 in Chapter 4 below).

4. Two different a fortiori arguments in content and also structured according to different syntactical patterns: one appears in this conversation between Beit Hillel and Beit Shamai, in the words of Beit Shamai in the first exchange in the Tosefta (which is the only exchange in the conversation in the Mishnah):
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A seah of unclean heave-offering which fell into a hundred seahs of unclean heave-offering – the house of Shamai declare [the mixture] to be forbidden [for consumption by a priest], and the House of Hillel permit.

A Said the House of Hillel to the House of Shamai: Clean [heave-offering] is forbidden to non-priests, and unclean [heave-offering] is forbidden to priests, just as clean is neutralized, so unclean can be neutralized.

A Said to them the House of Shamai: No, if you say [this] as regards clean, which is neutralized in unconsecrated produce [and then is] eaten by priests, will you say [that this is the case] for unclean, which is not neutralized in unconsecrated produce [and then] eaten by priests?
but, lo, [even so], it is neutralized. **Said to them the House of Sammai:** No, if you say [this] as regards unconsecrated produce to which applies great leniency, will you say [it] for heave-offering, to which [only] slight leniency applies [in that it can be eaten by priests]?

C **Said to them the House of Hillel:** But in what case was Torah stringent, in non-priests who eat heave-offering or priests who eat heave-offering? In non-priests who eat heave-offering: [whether it is] a clean [non-priest] who ate clean [heave-offering], or a clean who ate clean, or an unclean who ate unclean – they all are liable to death. But in priests who eat heave-offering – [if it is] a clean priest who ate unclean – this is as he is commanded: an unclean who ate clean, or an unclean who ate unclean – [he had transgressed] a positive commandment.

And is it not *a fortiori* argument? If in a case in which Torah was stringent, that of non-priests who eat heave-offering, lo, it is neutralized in unconsecrated produce [and then] eaten by non-priests, in a case in which Torah is lenient, that of priests who eat heave-offering, it is not logical that it is neutralized in unconsecrated produce [and then] is eaten by priest?

After they had agreed: **R. Eliezer** says: Let it be raised up and burned. **And sages** say: It has been lost through its scantiness. (*m. Terumot* 5: 4)

The second case of *a fortiori* arguments that are different both in content and syntactical patterns appears in these parallel conversations between R. Eliezer and אמרו לו (‘They said to him’) in the words of R. Eliezer (the words of אמרו לו [‘They said to him’] contain a further *a fortiori* argument in the Tosefta that does not appear in their words in the Mishnah):
He who says to his wife: All vows which you will vow from this time until I return from such-and-such a place, lo, they are confirmed – He has said nothing whatsoever. [If he says:] Lo, they are annulled – R. Eliezer says: It is annulled. And sages say: It is not annulled.

**Said R. Eliezer:** If he annulled vows which have the force of a prohibition, will he not annul vows which do not have the force of a prohibition?

**R. Eliezer went and offered a different mode of argument:** No, if in a situation in which he cannot annul his own vows before he has made them, lo, he has the power to annul his own vows before he has made them [by declaring them null in advance,] in a situation in which he may annul the vows of his wife once she has made them, is it not logical that he should be able to annul the vows of his wife before she makes them?

**They said to him:** Now if he is able to annul his own vows before he makes them, it is also true that if he wanted to confirm his vows [by actually making them], he also does confirm them, but may he annul the vows of his wife...
Lo, Scripture says: “Her husband will confirm it and her husband will annul it” – That which enters the category of confirmation enters the category of annulment, that which does not enter into the category of confirmation does not enter into the category of annulment. 

(m. Nedarim 10: 7)

It should be noted that in both of these citations, the arguments in the Mishnah are constructed in accordance with Pattern C, a pattern that is frequent only in the Mishnah, whereas the arguments in the Tosefta are made up of patterns that are frequent in both compilations – Structure 6 (in Citation 3) and Pattern F (in Citation 4) in its detailed form with הפתועות (in a case’) (for discussion on these two patterns and the detailed pattern with הפתועות [ב], see Chapter 4 below). Furthermore, when comparing these arguments, we can see a similar difference between the arguments in the Mishnah and the Tosefta, which was also found in the comparison between the arguments in the corresponding conversations in the previous section C, i.e. that the arguments in the Tosefta are longer and more complex than those in the Mishnah.

The other a fortiori arguments in the Tosefta appear in conversations that don’t have corresponding ones in the Mishnah: some appear in conversations in the Tosefta which have, on the other hand, other discourse units without a conversation in the Mishnah (19 of 47 arguments = 40.5%), and some appear in conversations in the Tosefta for which no corresponding texts could be found in the Mishnah (17 of 47 arguments = 36%).

2.3. Where the a fortiori argument is situated within the exchange

An examination of where the a fortiori arguments are situated within the exchanges found that 43% of the arguments in the Tosefta corpus appear in both parts of the exchange (20 of 47 arguments), and approximately 57% of them appear in only one of them (27 arguments), i.e. in the words of the addressee or the addressee.9 For example, Conversation 3 above, in the first exchange A,

9 Of the 27 arguments that appear in only one part of the exchange, nine appear in the first part of the exchange, 15 appear in the second part, and three appear in the single part of a halved exchange, which contain only the words of the addressee.
has two *a fortiori* arguments in both parts of the exchange – in the words of Beit Hillel and in the words of Beit Shammai; and in the second exchange B in this conversation, the *a fortiori* argument appears only in the second part of the exchange – in the words of Beit Shammai. Regarding where the arguments are situated within the exchanges, the Tosefta and the Mishnah are similar: in the Mishnah, about half of the arguments appear in both parts of the exchange (36 of the 71 *a fortiori* arguments), and about half (35) appear in one of the two parts.

### 2.4. *A fortiori* arguments presented as alternatives to arguments

In the Tosefta, we found *a fortiori* arguments presented as alternatives to arguments – an alternative that the interlocutor presents to an argument made by another sage or an alternative that the interlocutor poses to counter a previous argument of his that is not an *a fortiori* argument.10

Two of these *a fortiori* arguments are an alternative to a previous argument made by another sage in a previous exchange: the first appears in the Tosefta in Conversation 5, in the second exchange B, when R. Ḥanina ben ‘Aqabya presents an *a fortiori* argument as an alternative to a previous argument that Rabban Gamaliel made in the previous exchange A in regard to a *gezerah shavah* argument (analogy or syllogism) stated before it, and R. Ḥanina presents an alternative *a fortiori* arguments to his argument: ‘(Not in this manner did Rabban Gamaliel reply to them, but thus did he say to them […]’):

---

10 These two uses of the presentation of *a fortiori* argument as an alternative were not found in the Mishnah, but one *a fortiori* argument was found (m. Bava Kamma 2: 5) in which the sage declares that the *a fortiori* argument that he is going to perform is different from the argument he presented in the previous exchange – (‘I shall not derive the law for the damage caused by the horn [by analogy to] another case of damages caused by the horn; I shall derive the law covering damage caused by the horn from the law of damage caused by the foot’).
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Said R. Judah:

They stated before Rabban Gamaliel: Since [the husband-to-be] has acquired possession of the woman, shall he not acquire possession of the property?

He said to them: We are at a loss concerning the new[ly received property or goods]! Now will you turn our attention to the old ones?

(m. Ketubot 8: 1)

Said R. Judah:

A They stated before Rabban Gamaliel: Since, when she is betrothed, she is his wife, and when she is married, she is [equally, but no more] his wife, just as this one [the woman at the stage of the consummated marriage] sells off her property and the transaction is null, so that one [the woman at the stage of betrothal] sells off her property and the transaction is null. He said to them: We are at a loss concerning the new[ly received property or goods]! Now will you turn our attention to the old ones?

B Said R. Ḥanina b. ‘Aqabya:

Not in this manner did Rabban Gamaliel reply to them, but thus did he say to them: No, if you have stated the rule concerning the woman in a fully consummated marriage, in which case the husband takes possession of the things which she finds and of the fruits of her labor and has the right to abrogate her vows, will you say the same rule in the case of betrothed women, of the things which she finds and of the fruits of her labor he does not take possession, and the vows of whom he has no right to abrogate?

(t. Ketubot 8: 1)

The second case is Citation 6 in the third exchange C, in which Aba Saul presents an alternative a fortiori argument to Beit Hillel’s former a fortiori argument in the first exchange A:

Aba Saul would say the tradition in other language in the name of the House of Hillel: Now if at the time [...]
Concerning what sort of laying on of hands did they differ? The House of Shammai say: They do not lay on the hands on the festival day, and so to peace-offerings, he who offers his festal-offering through them lays on hands upon them on the eve of the festival, and the House of Hillel say: They bring peace-offering and whole-offerings and lay hands on them.

A Said the House of Hillel: Now if at a time at which you are permitted to prepare [food] for an ordinary person, you are permitted to prepare [food] for the Most High, at a time which you are permitted to prepare for ordinary person, should you not be permitted to prepare for the Most High? Said the House of Shammmai: Sacrifices brought in in fulfillment of vows and as thank-offerings will prove the matter, for you are permitted to prepare for an ordinary person, but you are not permitted to prepare [these] for the Most High.

B Said to them the House of Hillel: No, if you have stated the rule concerning sacrifices brought in fulfillment of vows and as thank-offerings, which are not subject to affixed time [for their offerings], will you state the same rule concerning the festal-offering, the time of which is fixed? Said to them the House of Shammmai: Also in the case of the festal-offering, there are occasions at which its time is not fixed, for he who did not bring a festal-offering on the first day of the Festival inclusive [according to your theory] of the last festival day of the Festival.

C Aba Saul would say the tradition in other language in the name of the House of Hillel: Now if at the time at which your oven is closed, the oven of your Master is open, at a time at which your oven is open, should not the oven of your Master be open? Another matter: Your table should not be loaded while your Master’s table lies barren. (t. Hagigah 2: 10)

Two further *a fortiori* arguments in the Tosefta are presented as an alternative argument – דב르 אחר (‘another matter’) – to a previous argument of the interlocutor himself which is not an *a fortiori* argument: in Citation 7 אמרים אל ו (‘They said to him’) pose an *a fortiori* argument as דב르 אחר (‘another matter’) after their previous argument, and in Citation 8, R. ‘Aqiba presents such argument in the fifth exchange E following his previous argument:
And how much is sufficient time for sexual contact? […]

**R. Judah says:** Her husband is trustworthy in regard to her [not to have sexual relation in time circumstance] on the basis of an argument *a fortiori:* Now if in the case of a menstruating woman, on account of sexual relations with whom one incurs the penalty of extirpation, her husband is trustworthy in regard to her, in the case of a accused wife, on account of which the husband does not incur the penalty of extirpation, is it not logical that her husband should be deemed trustworthy in regard to her? **They said to him:** Now all the more so: Since one does not incur the penalty of extirpation for having sexual relations with her, her husband really should not be deemed trustworthy in regard to her. Another matter: No, if you have said the rule in the case of the menstruating woman, who becomes permitted after she is prohibited, will you state the same rule in regard to the accused wife, who will never by permitted once she is prohibited? And so Scripture says: Stolen water is sweeter. (t. Sotah 1: 2)
He who divorces his wife and said to her: Lo, you are permitted [to marry] any man except for so-and-so – R. Eliezer permits her to marry any man except for that particular person. R. Eliezer concedes that if she married someone else and was widowed or divorced, that she is permitted to marry this person to whom she [originally] was forbidden. After the death of E. Eliezer, four elders came together to reply to his rulings: R. Tarfon, R. Yosé the Galilean, R. Eleazar b. ‘Azariah, and R. ‘Aqiba.

A Said R. Tarfon: [If] she went and married his brother, and he dies childless – How is this woman going to enter into Levirate marriage with him? It will turn out that he has made a stipulation contrary to what is written in the Torah, [and] his condition is null. Thus have we learned that this is not a cutting off.

B Said R. Yosé the Galilean: Where do we find a relationship of marriage in the Torah in which a woman is permitted to one and prohibited to another? But if she is permitted, she is permitted to every man, and if she is prohibited, she is prohibited to every man. Thus we learned that this is not a cutting off.

C R. Eleazar b. ‘Azariah says: Cutting off – something which severs the relationship between him and her. Thus we have learned that this is not a cutting off.

D Said R. Yosé: I prefer the opinion of R. Eleazar b. ‘Azariah. R. Simeon b. Eleazar answered and said: Lo, [if] she went and married someone else and he divorced her, and he said to her: Lo, you are permitted [to marry] any man – how will this permit what the first [husband] has prohibited? Thus you have learned that this is not a cutting off.

E R. ‘Aqiba says: [If] this one to whom she was prohibited was a priest, and the one who divorced her died, she would turn out to be a widow to this one but a divorcee to all others of his brethren, the priests? Thus we have learned that this is not a cutting off. Another matter: To whom has the Torah applied a more stringent rule, the category of divorcees or the category of widows? A divorcee is subject to a more stringent rule than a widow. Now if the widow, who is subject to a less stringent rule, is prohibited from marrying someone who is permitted to her, a divorcee, who is subject to a more stringent rule, surely should be prohibited from marrying someone who is permitted to her! Thus we have learned that this is not cutting off. Another matter: [If] she went and married someone else and had children from him and he died, [then] if she goes back and marries this one to
whom she had been forbidden, will it not turn out that the children of the first husband are mamzerim? Thus, we have learned that this is not cutting off.

R. Simeon b. Eleazar says: [If] she went and married someone else, who divorced her, and who said to her: Lo, you are permitted [to marry] any man – how will this one permit that the first husband prohibited? Thus we have learned that this is not cutting off. (t. Gittin 7: 1–5)

2.5. The person making the *a fortiori* argument

In most of the arguments, the person making the *a fortiori* argument in the corpus examined in the Tosefta is an individual sage – 62% (29 of 47 arguments); the rest of the arguments are made by sages known as אמרו לו (‘They said to him’) (9 arguments = 19%), as well as by groups of interlocutors (9 arguments = 19%) – Beit Hillel and Beit Shammai. In this matter, the Tosefta and the Mishnah are similar: in the Mishnah too, most of the arguments are made by an individual sage (62% = 44 of 71 arguments); and the rest by אמרו לו (‘They said to him’) (16 arguments = 23%) and by groups of interlocutors (11 arguments = 15%).

The two compilations are also similar in regard to the identity of the individual sages making the *a fortiori* arguments: the three sages who are the most prominent in presenting the *a fortiori* arguments in the Mishnah are also the most prominent ones in the Tosefta: R. ‘Aqiba (11 arguments in the Mishnah, 5 arguments in the Tosefta), R. Eliezer (9 in the Mishnah, 5 in the Tosefta), and R. Joshua (9 arguments in the Mishnah – two of which he argues together with Rabban Gamaliel, 4 in the Tosefta).

3. Discourse features of *a fortiori* arguments in the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah and Tosefta

Sometimes when the interlocutors in halachic give-and-take conversations offer *a fortiori* arguments, they add certain elements to them. These elements will be described in the sections of this chapter: Section 3.1 will present elements of different types that precede the *a fortiori* arguments in the words of the interlocutor making the argument, and Section 3.2 will present additions to the *a fortiori* arguments that appear in the words of the interlocutor after the presentation of the argument. Section 3.3 will discuss responses to the *a fortiori* arguments presented by the second interlocutor, and Section 3.4 will focus on additions that appear after the arguments. A brief comparison with the Mishnah will be presented; a breakdown and a demonstration from the Mishnah can be seen in the previous description of these elements in the Mishnah (Shemesh-Raiskin, 2019, pp. 154–163).
3.1. Elements that precede the *a fortiori* arguments

The interlocutor presenting his *a fortiori* argument sometimes precedes the argument with a further element. In the *a fortiori* arguments in the Tosefta, two elements preceding the argument and that relate to it directly could be found: a declaration regarding the *a fortiori* argument and a clarification regarding the similarity or difference between the items presented in the argument; also found was reference to a previous law or opinion. These elements will be presented with examples in the subsections below.

(A) Declaration regarding the *a fortiori* arguments

In 17% of the *a fortiori* arguments in the Tosefta (8 of 47 *a fortiori* arguments), the argument is preceded by a declaration made by the interlocutor that the argument that he will present is an *a fortiori* argument. In six of them, the argument is defined as *קל וחומר* (‘*a fortiori*’): in Citation 3 above, in the third exchange C, Beit Hillel precedes their argument with the declaration ‘וַהֲלַא בְּרִיָּה קל וחומר’ (‘And is it not an *a fortiori* argument?’), and in the two nearby conversations in Citation 10 below, R. Eliezer and R. ‘Aqiba precede their arguments with the declaration ‘וְזֶה בְּרִיָּה קל וחומר’ (‘Now the matter yields an *a fortiori* argument’); in Citation 7 above, R. Judah precedes his arguments with the claim: ‘בּוֹלְכָּה נַעֲטָה שֶלֶבָּה מִלְּכָא חוֹמאָר’ (‘Her husband is trustworthy in regard to her on the basis of an *a fortiori* argument’). In two *a fortiori* arguments, the argument is defined as ‘דִינָה’ (‘logic’): in Citation 15 below, Rabban Simeon Ben Gamaliel precedes his argument with the declaration ‘וְדִין הוּא’ (‘And it is a matter of logic’), and in Citation 9 below in the first exchange A, Monobases precedes his argument – which is presented without an inductive pattern at its beginning – with the declaration ‘והדָּר נֹאָה שְׁאָה פָּרָו’ (‘And reason suggests that he should be exempt’).

The Mishnah also contains introductory declarations regarding the *a fortiori* arguments, but to a lesser extent – in 10% of the arguments (7 of 71 *a fortiori* arguments)

11 Azar (1991, p. 10 and n. 3) explains that not every sentence in which the expression *קל וחומר* (‘*a fortiori*’) appears serves as an illocutionary act of an *a fortiori* argument, such as מָשָּׂאָה מָלֶק חַוֹּמֵר (‘And spitting [there likewise is forbidden, as is proven by an argument] a *minori ad majus*’ – m. Berakhot 9: 5) – he considers it an addition of the reason for the prohibition rather than an *a fortiori* statement. On the other hand, Pattern A – נָאְאָה נָאְאָה מָלֶק חַוֹּמֵר (‘He is liable for an offering for each and every such action on the basis of an argument *a fortiori*’ – m. Keritot 3: 10) to be a sentence the first part of which is a determination rather than an illocutionary utterance of *a fortiori*, followed by an *a fortiori* utterance הֶזָּא אָסָא מִלְּכָא חוֹמאָר (‘and what if…’).

12 And similarly, a preceding declaration can be found in these two arguments in the Tosefta: מֶסָאְאָה מָלֶק חַוֹּמֵר (‘[That heave-offering is neutralized] in a hundred [parts of produce is proven] from an *a fortiori* argument’ – t. Terumot 5: 8), אָסָא לְחַוָּא צִוָּא מָלֶק חַוֹּמֵר (‘It is prohibited to ride on the back of a mule from an *a fortiori* argument’ – t. Kilayim 5: 6).
arguments): five of them contain a declaration that characterizes the argument as an *a fortiori* argument of the kind we find in the Tosefta – in four arguments, it is defined as *קל וחומר* (‘*a fortiori*’) (קֶל/כָּל חוֹפֶר וְדוֹרוֹ חוֹפֶר חוֹמֶר) (and in one argument, it is defined as *דוֹר וְדוֹר חוֹמֶר* (‘And it is a matter of logic’)); in two other arguments, a declaration on the part of the interlocutor regarding the performance of the action of argumentation by him precedes the argument (‘לָלֵּי אֵלֶּיךָ... אֶנֶּernaut... מִלַּי אֵלֶּיךָ... אֶנֶּernaut’ [‘I will not discuss… and I will discuss…’]).

Further to the arguments in the Tosefta that contain a declaration preceding the *a fortiori* arguments, in four other arguments, an inductive pattern containing a verb of saying which characterizes the act of argumentation were found: in two of them – in Citation 4 above and in Citation 11 below, in the second exchange B – the pattern contains the verb *ஹוּר רְלִיעֶזֶר וּדוֹרֵד דֵּין אֱשֶׂר: דֵּין* (‘R. Eliezer went and offered a different mode of argument which is as follows’); and in two of them, it contains the verb *השְּבִי* in Citation 12 below in the second conversation II – *השְּבִי רְלִיעֶזֶר בנוֹ דָּרְכֵּר הַפָּרָר* (‘R. Eleazar son of R. Eliezer Haqqappar replied’) and in the Tosefta Pesahim 4: 8. A verb of saying is found only once in the Mishnah – the verb *דֵּין* appears in an inductive pattern, at the beginning of a story describing an event in which an *a fortiori* argument was presented ([…] ‘דֵּין לֵפֶּהוּ’ [‘I disputed before […]’]).

**B) Clarification regarding similarity or difference between the items presented in the *a fortiori* argument**

15% of the *a fortiori* arguments in the Tosefta (7 of 47) are preceded by a statement clarifying the similarity or difference between the details presented in the argument.

In four of them, a similarity is presented between the details: in Citation 3 above, in the first exchange A, in the words of Beit Hillel – *תַּהוּרָה אָסָרָה* (‘Clean [heave-offering] is forbidden to non-priests, and unclean is forbidden to priests’; and with a slight variation in the corresponding conversation in the Mishnah as presented above), and in Citation 15 below in the words of Rabban Simeon Ben Gamaliel – *כָּשֵׁם שֵׁחֲמֵמָה פּּוֹתְתָא אַא נִטְּפָּר כָּטְקֵר* (‘Just as a standing [crop] protects a sheaf [from becoming subject to the law of the forgotten sheaf], so too a sheaf protects a standing [crop]’).13

In two other arguments, a difference between the details is presented: in Citation 11 below, in the second exchange, in the words of R. Eliezer: *טֵּקְפָּדָא נָמֶרָא שָׁלְמֵיס שָׁלְמֵיס שָׁלְמֵיס בָּא פְּסָח* (‘We find that he who consecrates [coins for the purpose of] a Passover-sacrifice – he brings peace-offerings, but he who consecrates peace-offerings – he does not bring a Passover-sacrifice’);

---

13 In two additional arguments, the similarity between the details is presented in a clause starting with *הואָיָל* (‘since’): *תֵּפָּשְּמָה* 4: 8; *תֵּפָּשְּמָה* 1: 1.
and in Citation 9 below, in the first exchange A, in the words of Monobases, which do not begin with an inductive pattern (doctrine – ‘since one who performs a sin inadvertently is liable to a sin-offering, and one who does so deliberately is liable to extirpation’).

Another argument presents the stringency of one of the details: in Citation 3 above, in the third exchange C, the stringency of one detail is presented during a detailed argument made by Beit Hillel – first, they asked a rhetorical question regarding the degree of the stringency of two situations, which includes two tetralemmas: באוכלי תרומה לזרים: טהור שאכל את הטהור, וטהור שאכל את הטמא, וטהור שאכל את הטמא – מ閒ה, ובאוכלי תרומה לזרים או באוכלי תרומה לכהנים? (‘But in what case the Torah stringent, in non-priests who eat heave-offering or priests who eat heave-offering?’)), immediately followed by an answer that the stringent one is the first detail, followed by an explanation of the difference between the two situations, which includes two tetralemmas: באוכלי תרומה לזרים: טהור שאכל את הטהור, וטהור שאכל את הטמא, וטהור שאכל את הטמא – מ閒ה, ובאוכלי תרומה לזרים או באוכלי תרומה לכהנים? (‘In non-priests who eat heave-offering: a clean [non-priest] who ate clean [heave-offering], or a clean who ate clean, or an unclean who ate unclean – they all are liable to death. But in priests who eat heave-offerings: a clean priest who ate unclean – this is as he is commanded: an unclean who ate clean, or an unclean who ate unclean – [he had transgressed] a positive commandment’).

In comparison to the Tosefta, in the Mishnah we find only one clarification of the similarity between the details presented in the argument – in three arguments (= 4% of 71 a fortiori arguments), and the use of the previous element of this kind is limited compared to the Tosefta. A similar difference was found between the two compilations in regard to the previous element, presented in section (A) – the declaration regarding an a fortiori argument.

Nevertheless, it should be noted that the Mishnah contains a further element that precedes the arguments, one that cannot be found in the Tosefta: the clarification of a principle regarding the a fortiori argument. It appears in the Mishnah in two exchanges in a single conversation: الינא היא מדרים ליהנות/شبه נבון (‘A law inferred from an a fortiori cannot be more stringent that the source from which it is inferred’). The principle can be found only a single time in the Tosefta in the discourse unit of presentation of the view (t. Gittin 2: 6), but not in a halachic give-and-take conversation.

14 According to Goltzberg (2010, p. 186), dayyo is not added to the a fortiori argument in the Talmud, but is simply inherent in it, since the Talmud makes it clear that one should respect this principle. Maccoby (2010) claims, that the rule of dayyo, which is unknown to the Greek rhetorical use of a fortiori, makes the a fortiori argument an exact reasoning, and it is this that lifts the qal va-chomer from the status of rhetoric to that of science.
(C) Reference to a previous law or opinion

In 8% of the a fortiori arguments in the Tosefta (4 of 47), the interlocutor’s argument is preceded by his reference to a previous law or opinion. Two arguments contain a rhetorical question regarding the law and then answers it: in Conversation 8 above, in the fifth exchange E, R. ‘Aqiba asks a rhetorical question about the law and then answers it: א卋 מי התמיווה תורה – כלל גורשה או כללאalm enumeration? חמורערש! (‘To whom has the Torah applied a more stringent rule, the category of divorcees or the category of widows? A divorcee is subject to a more stringent rule than a widow’), after which he presents his a fortiori argument. A similar situation can be found in R. ‘Aqiba’s argument in the second conversation II in Citation 10 below: ויי באמה התמיווה תורה, ובבhood, ואב السبت? התמיווה בעבודה, יחר משבצת. שבבhood חמורערש את השбот לא ישבת דוחה את השбот (!ש! אלמנה) (‘Now in what regard did the Torah impose a more strict rule, in the case of the Temple service or in the case of the Sabbath? It was more strict in the case of the Temple service than in the case of the Sabbath, for the Temple service overrides [the prohibitions of] the Sabbath, and the Sabbath does not override it’). The conversation that precedes it in Citation 10 below also contains an introduction to parts of the argument: R. Eliezer presents a law and asks a rhetorical question about the reason for this law and then answers it: מיהל ודוחין (‘As to circumcision, on account of which they override the prohibitions of the Sabbath, why is this so? It is because they are liable if it is not done on time’), after which he presents his argument. A rhetorical question opposed to a previous argument appears in a further argument: ? (Now why should this be less stringent than a creeping thing?’ – t. Nazir 5: 1).

A reference to a previous law or opinion is found in the Mishnah too, of various types, some of which are found in the Tosefta as well. Like the Tosefta, in the Mishnah, mention of a previous law can appear before some of the arguments (in two arguments from two nearby conversations – [‘we found that…’]), as well as a question regarding a previous law or opinion (in two arguments); also found in the Mishnah were contents not found in the Tosefta (each found in a different argument): an instruction regarding the performance of the argumentation act, an instruction that contain a characterization of the argument, a reprimand for an opinion and an explanation for a question.

From a breakdown of the elements that precede the a fortiori arguments in the Tosefta, presented in subsections (A)–(C) above, we find that the interlocutor presenting his argument may precede it with two elements that directly refer to it (the declaration regarding the argument and the presentation of the similarity or difference between details in the argument). Or he may precede the argument with a reference to a previous law or opinion (mention of the law and also
a rhetorical question about the previous law or opinion). When examining all the elements that precede the arguments in the Tosefta, it is evident that they are directly related to the argument, and that the references to the previous law or opinion are associated with the halachic discourse that the argument appears in it. All the elements are of a halachic and argumentative nature, and the interlocutor uses them in order to strengthen the position he is presenting in the halachic give-and-take conversation. Most of these elements can also be found in the Mishnah, in which we find, as noted, a further element – clarification of a principle regarding the argument. They are similar in nature in both compilations, but a comparison shows that the Tosefta tends to use these elements more than does so the Mishnah.

3.2. Additions to the *a fortiori* arguments

Further to all the elements with which the interlocutor may precede his *a fortiori* arguments in the Tosefta, as described in section 3.1 above, it was found that the person presenting the argument may sometimes provide additions to his argument. These additions appear in 21% of the arguments in the Tosefta (in 10 of 47 arguments), and they are of different types, as will be broken down and illustrated here.

The addition of **דבר אחר** (‘another matter’) appears in two *a fortiori* arguments after the argument: in Citation 4 above, in the words of **אמרו לו** (‘They said to him’), we see an *a fortiori* argument based on an expounding on verse **דבר אחר: ‘אישה יקימנו ואישה יפרנו’ – את שבא לכלל הקם בא לכלל הפר, לא בא לכלל הפר** ['Another matter: “Her husband will confirm it and her husband will annul it. That which enters the category of confirmation enters the category of annulment, that which does not enter into the category of confirmation does not enter into the category of annulment’]; whereas, on the other hand, in the corresponding conversation in the Mishnah, this argument appears in the same form, but without the *a fortiori* question and without **דבר אחר** and thus, an addition of **דבר אחר** appears after the argument in Citation 6 above in the third exchange C (** – דבר-אחר: שלא יהא שלחך מלא ושלחן רבך ריקן** Another matter: [Your table should not be loaded while your Master’s table lies barren]).

In two other arguments, another statement appears after the *a fortiori* argument that includes an explanation and a repetition of the presentation of the opinion, for example, in Citation 11 below, in the third exchange C, in the words of R. Eliezer (**הואיל ואין כשר לשמו בשאר ימות השנה, אם שחטו אחרים לשמו **ארבעה-עשר הרי זה פסול** Since it is not valid if it is offered under the proper designation on all other days of the year, if they slaughtered it for the purpose of other sacrifices on the fourteenth of Nissan, lo, this surely should be invalid’).

In three arguments, the conclusion of the argument appears after the *a fortiori* argument in the form of **אמרו לו** (‘Thus you/we have learned
that’), such as, for example, in the words of R. ‘Aqiba in Citation 8 above, in the fifth exchange E (‘א cmdline שאר וכרותיה) and also in Citation 10 below in the second conversation II (‘א cmdline שפסט נמשל דהוא ואשתה (A fortiori arguments in halachic give-and-take conversations... 295

In Conversation 11 below, in the first exchange A, in the words of R. Eliezer, we find a complex addition to the argument: an expression of wonderment at the opinion of the sage (!? ‘וט את Hawthorne?'), followed by a suggested answer to his a fortiori question, which is made up of rhetorical question regarding the reason to another case, followed by an answer (לומ: מפני מה כשרו אחרים לשמו בשאר ימות השנה? שכן כשר הוא לשם אחרים ‘א cmdline לשפם בשאר ימות השפה? חסerno כשר הוא לשפם אחורית

An examination of the additions to the a fortiori arguments in the Tosefta of all the types presented here shows that like all the elements that precede the argument – as discussed in section 3.1 – the additions that follow the argument are also directly related to it, have a halachic and argumentative nature, and the interlocutor uses them to strengthen his position in the halachic give-and-take conversation. Additions such as these were not found to be of frequent use in the a fortiori arguments in the Mishnah: an addition was found in one conversation in the Mishnah that presented a question about the law in a different case (‘רוי שטלדה טורה מִן הבטָה, מִן מֻּלֶּה?’ – Ḥulin 4: 4). As we saw in the description of the elements preceding the a fortiori argument in Section 3.1, the description of this element of additions to the a fortiori argument also shows that in the Tosefta, this element is used more frequently and is more varied than in the Mishnah. This leads us to ask: is this tendency on the part of the Tosefta to make greater use of elements preceding the a fortiori argument as well as elements following it indicative of a difference between the two compilations, such as more intense redaction or greater consolidation which was done in the Mishnah more than in the Tosefta? Further investigation of this question requires a review of additional aspects of the arguments, which will be presented in the description of the a fortiori arguments in this paper. This paper however will not present the general discussion regarding the connection between the Mishnah and the Tosefta, as noted in the introduction in Section 1 above.
3.3. Responses to the *a fortiori* arguments

In some cases, after hearing the *a fortiori* argument presented by the first interlocutor, the second interlocutor offers a response to the first interlocutor’s argument. In the Tosefta, responses to *a fortiori* arguments were found in 15% of the arguments (in 7 of 47 arguments).

In five of the arguments, the responses are negative, that is the second interlocutor expressed opposition to the argument of the first. For example, in Citation 1 above, R. Meir is opposed to the argument presented by R. Aqiba (‘They said to him’), taking the view that the item they perceived as lenient should actually be considered more stringent: ‘I adopt a more stringent position with regard to the money than to the produce itself’; this part is not found in the corresponding Mishnah; in Citation 10 below, in the first conversation I, they say to him: ‘From the very place from which you bring proof’), in other words, they maintain that it is possible from the example that he presented to prove exactly the opposite view; in Citation 14 below, in the third exchange C, R. Meir objects to the argument presented by R. Eliezer, who makes an *a fortiori* inference from the fact that since circumcision overrides the Sabbath, then danger to a life overrides the Sabbath, and they say to him: ‘If it was divided or if it was made in mosaics, will not everyone recognize what is his?’; and in Citation 6 above, in the second exchange B, Beit Shammai are opposed to the *a fortiori* argument presented by Beit Hillel and offer an alternative argument followed by an explanation: ‘All the more have you improved my argument. For if he should do it informedly at the very moment at which he does the action,’

In five of the arguments, the responses are negative, that is the second interlocutor expressed opposition to the argument of the first. For example, in Citation 1 above, R. Meir is opposed to the argument presented by R. Aqiba (‘They said to him’), taking the view that the item they perceived as lenient should actually be considered more stringent: ‘I adopt a more stringent position with regard to the money than to the produce itself’; this part is not found in the corresponding Mishnah; in Citation 10 below, in the first conversation I, they say to him: ‘From the very place from which you bring proof’), in other words, they maintain that it is possible from the example that he presented to prove exactly the opposite view; in Citation 14 below, in the third exchange C, R. Meir objects to the argument presented by R. Eliezer, who makes an *a fortiori* inference from the fact that since circumcision overrides the Sabbath, then danger to a life overrides the Sabbath, and they say to him: ‘If it was divided or if it was made in mosaics, will not everyone recognize what is his?’; and in Citation 6 above, in the second exchange B, Beit Shammai are opposed to the *a fortiori* argument presented by Beit Hillel and offer an alternative argument followed by an explanation: ‘All the more have you improved my argument. For if he should do it informedly at the very moment at which he does the action,’

In a further argument in the Tosefta, the second interlocutor expresses a positive response to the argument:
A fortiori arguments in halachic give-and-take conversations...

A proselyte who converted while living among gentiles and who performed a prohibited act of labor on the Sabbath – R. ‘Aqiba declares him liable, and Monobases declares him exempt.

A And [Monobases argues] reason suggests that he should by exempt, since one who performs a sin inadvertently is liable to a sin-offering, and one who does so deliberately is liable to extirpation. Now just as one who performs a prohibited action deliberately is liable only when he does so informedly, so one who does an act inadvertently should be liable only when he does so informedly. Said to him R. ‘Aqiba: I may even add to your argument. Now just as one who performs a prohibited action deliberately is liable only when he does so informedly at the very moment at which he does the action, so one who does a prohibited act inadvertently should be liable only when he does so informedly at the very moment at which he does the action.

B He said to him: All the more so have you improved my argument. For if he should do the act informedly at the very moment in which he does it, then he in no way does it inadvertently, but he does it deliberately. (t. Shabbath 8: 5)

R. ‘Aqiba responds positively to the a fortiori argument presented by Monobases (which is cited without an inductive pattern at the beginning) arguing that he could add to the previous speaker’s argument: (‘I may even add to your argument’).

We can also find a nonverbal response on the part of the second interlocutor to the argument of the first in the Tosefta: שתק ר' יהודה בן פתרה לפניו (‘R. Judah b. Peterah remained silent before him’ – t. Nazir 5: 1).

Responses to a fortiori arguments were found in the Mishnah too, but to a lesser extent – in 6% of the arguments (4 of 71): in two arguments, there was a negative response to the argument and in one – the response expressed a reservation; in one argument in the Mishnah, the clarification of the principle regarding the a fortiori argument is presented (‘A law inferred from an a fortiori cannot be more stringent that the source from which it is inferred’).
3.4. Additions appearing after the *a fortiori* arguments

After the *a fortiori* arguments are presented, sometimes there is an addition that is not part of the words of the interlocutor himself (as described in section 3.2), but rather a part that comes after the argument and relates to the process of the argument or to the argument itself. In the Tosefta, additions were found in three such arguments (= 6% of 47 arguments) and in the Mishnah in a single argument (= 1% of 71 arguments).

An addition clarifying the process of the argument is found once in each of the two compilations: 'עד כאן היתה תשובה (‘Up to this point was the [valid] reply’) – in Citation 14 below after the third exchange C, as well as in the Mishnah, Machshirim 6: 8). In the Tosefta, we can also find an addition that clarifies the matter regarding the argument – in Citation 12 below in the second conversation II: אמ’ ר’ אבא: זה אחד מן הדברים שהזוהה ר’ חייה אומ’ (‘Said R. Abba: This is one of the rulings concerning which R. Hiyya said: I have no reply, and concerning which R. Eleazar found a suitable reply’); and an addition noting agreement between the parties – in Citation 3 above, after the third exchange C: אחר שהודו (‘After they had agreed [...]’; and in the corresponding Mishnah).

The various sections of Chapter 3 presented the additional elements that are appended to the *a fortiori* arguments in the Tosefta with a comparison to the situation in the Mishnah. It was found that in the arguments in the Tosefta, the remarks of the interlocutor contained elements preceding the argument (3.1), including two elements relating directly to the arguments – a declaration regarding the argument and the clarification of the similarity or difference between the items presented in it, and a further element – reference to a law or opinion that preceded the argument. The first two elements are more frequent in the Tosefta (in 17% and in 15% of the arguments in the corpus respectively) than in the Mishnah (10% and 4% respectively). These elements can be found both in the Mishnah and the Tosefta and they are used similarly in both compilations: they relate directly to the *a fortiori* argument of the interlocutor, are of a halachic and argumentative nature, and the interlocutor uses them to reinforce his halachic opinion. Thus, additions of various kinds were found in the *a fortiori* arguments in the Tosefta that the interlocutors appended to their arguments (3.2), and they too are more frequent in the Tosefta (in 21% of the arguments in the corpus), and are used in a manner similar to the use of the elements preceding the argument. The responses to the *a fortiori* arguments presented by the second interlocutor (3.3) were also more frequent in the Tosefta (in 15% of the arguments in the corpus) than in the Mishnah (6%). Both compilations make minimal use of additions after the presentation of the arguments, which relate to the process of the argument or the argument itself (3.4).

From the description of all the elements added to the *a fortiori* arguments as presented here, the arguments’ halachic nature and persuasive goal aimed at
reinforcing the interlocutor’s argument, it is evident that they contribute to the
halachic and argumentative discourse of the halachic give and take. Furthermore,
the description reveals various differences between the two compilations, and
especially a preference on the part of the Tosefta to make far greater use of
most of the elements than the Mishnah.

4. The syntactic patterns of *a fortiori* arguments
in the Mishnah and Tosefta

Azar (1991) – All subsequent references in this chapter will refer to this
article as “Azar” – devotes his article to a presentation of seven syntactic
patterns used in the presentation of *a fortiori* arguments in the Mishnah.\textsuperscript{15} The
examination of the syntactic structures of the *a fortiori* arguments that appear in
halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah, conducted in the previous
study, found that of the 71 *a fortiori* arguments in the conversations in the
Mishnah, 16 arguments appeared as examples of patterns in Azar’s article, and
that 29 additional arguments could be described as belonging to one of the
patterns in his article (although in some cases, there is some doubt as to where
exactly they belong because of a certain difference between the structure of
a particular argument and the general pattern of its form in Azar). That is,
63% of the *a fortiori* arguments that appeared in the halachic give-and-take
conversations in the Mishnah (45 arguments) can be considered to belong to
one of the syntactic patterns that Azar presents. Consequently, the description
of the syntactic patterns presented in the context of the previous study on
*a fortiori* arguments in conversations in the Mishnah (Shemesh-Raiskin 2019,
pp. 137–154) was based on the patterns in Azar’s article, to which were added
two other patterns of arguments that were found in arguments in conversations
in the Mishnah, but did not appear in his article.

The description of the syntactic patterns in Azar’s article also served
as the basis for the examination of the *a fortiori* arguments in the corpus of
conversations in the Tosefta, and to them were added further syntactic patterns
of arguments that were not included in his article. Additionally, the examination
will also include a comparison of the patterns found in the Tosefta with those
found in the Mishnah (described at length in the previous research – see Shemesh-

Before providing a detailed breakdown of the syntactic patterns of *a fortiori*
arguments in the corpus of conversations in the Tosefta, I will note that from

---
\textsuperscript{15} For review of the studies that deal with syntactic aspects of *a fortiori* arguments – Samely
among the seven patterns that Azar enumerates in his article, two patterns were not found in the corpus of the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Tosefta:

1) Pattern B – 

   Pattern B does not appear in the *a fortiori* arguments in the halachic give-and-take conversations in either the Mishnah or Tosefta. As noted, Azar’s article includes *a fortiori* arguments found in the entire Mishnah, and regarding Pattern B (pp. 12–13), Azar notes that it appears in the Mishnah only in Aggadic texts, but not in texts pertaining to halacha, which explains its absence in the halachic give-and-take conversations in both corpora.

2) Pattern D – 

   Azar (p. 14) considers Pattern D to be a supplementary pattern of Pattern C – 

   Azar does not appear in the Tosefta, and its lack of appearance is understandable, because Pattern C – which, according to Azar, Pattern D supplements – is rare in the Tosefta.

Sections 1–5 below will present the five other patterns from Azar’s article, that appear in the *a fortiori* arguments in the corpus of halachic give-and-take conversations in the Tosefta: Patterns A, C, E, F and G (in Azar’s article they are numbered with Hebrew letters א–ז). Each pattern will be presented in its form as it appears in Azar’s article, noting each one’s frequency in the Mishnah, and it will be described with examples from arguments in the Tosefta. Following this, sections 6–7 will present two additional patterns found in arguments in the Tosefta that were not included in Azar’s article.

1. Pattern A – 

   Pattern A is illustrated with five examples in Azar’s article (pp. 9–12), one of which appears in an *a fortiori* argument in the Mishnah, with the others appearing in discourse units of other types: one in a halachic presentation of a view, and three examples in texts of wise sayings, which are of the moral rather than halachic nature. The example in the article that appears in an *a fortiori* argument in the Mishnah (*m. Shevi’it* 7: 2) appears identically in the Tosefta in
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Conversation 1 above in the words of אומרו לו (‘They said to him’): 
[The plants] are not subject to removal, so much the more so the money is not’. This is the only argument in the corpus of conversations in the Tosefta that is structured according to this pattern. Azar (p. 9) notes that the formulation of Pattern A contains a sentence that is a complete ‘strong’ halacha, which includes the subject of discussion and the law regarding it, followed by a prepositional phrase that is הבא מן הדין (‘which is produced through argument’). He explains that this pattern does not contain an interpretation of the ‘strong’ side of S and the ‘weak’ side of the PP, because the assumption is that they are known and accepted by all.

Pattern A is then a rare pattern in a fortiori arguments in halachic give-and-take conversations in both the Mishnah and the Tosefta.

2. Pattern C – (שלילי: לא + יפעל 2) חיובי ( + מ) מה ( אם + מ

Pattern C is illustrated with seven examples in Azar’s article (pp. 13–14), five of which appear in six a fortiori arguments in conversations in the Mishnah. The conversations in the Mishnah contain 11 additional arguments that can be considered to belong to this pattern (six of them are doubtful because the pattern used in them is not identical to this pattern – there is no אם (‘if’) or the second sentence positive rather than negative). From this it follows, that Pattern C appears in 17 a fortiori arguments in the Mishnah making it the most frequent pattern in it.

On the other hand, in the corpus of conversations in the Tosefta, only two a fortiori arguments were found constructed according to Pattern C, both of them appear in a single conversation – Conversation 6 above. The first appears in the first exchange A, in the words of Beit Hillel: המל אשה אתררה đầyריה? אשה מותר לעשות לדיוט את מותר לעשות לגבוה, שעה שאתה מותר לעשות להדיוט אי אתה מותר לעשות לגבוה?
(‘Now if at a time when you are permitted to prepare [food] for an ordinary person, you are permitted to prepare for the Most High, at a time which you are permitted to prepare for ordinary person, should you not be permitted to prepare for the Most High?’). The second argument appears in the third exchange C, which is an alternative for the words of Beit Hillel cited from Abba Saul: המל אשה אתררה đầyריה? now what if at the time when your oven is closed, the oven of your Master is open, at a time at which your oven is open, should not the oven of your Master be open?’). If we look at these two sentences, compared to the structure of Pattern C – 2 מ + 1 מ + מ (sembles) – we can see that both of them begin with אם, i.e. in both the ‘(and’) comes before the מה (‘what’) at the beginning of the structure. Furthermore – and even more striking – both of these sentences contain a variation of the pattern, where at the beginning of each sentence – S1 and S2 – there is a clause beginning with בשעת ש (‘at a time when’), thus
creating the detailed pattern 4ם + בשעה + ש-מ1 + מ2 + ש-מ3 + מ4
[= (and) if + at a time when + that-S1 + S2 + time + that-S3 + S4]. The use
of בשעה in this detailed pattern in the Tosefta is similar to the use of בשעה
and that Azar describes in his discussion of the patterns that appear in
the Mishnah. In his discussion of Pattern C (p. 14), Azar presents an example
with בשעה ש ש-מ ש-ס[...] = (and) if + at a time when + that-S1 + S2 + time + that-S3 + S4
– ‘If when his entire body is unclean […] when his entire body is not unclean […]’
– Nega‘im 13:10, and in his discussion of Pattern F Azar (p. 18) provides
an example with בשעה in the first part when the two parts are different
– ‘Now if when one sheaf which contains two seahs and [the worker] forgot it
[…] two sheaves which contain two seahs should not the judgment be that […]’
– Pe‘ah 6: 6). Similarly, Azar (p. 17) provides in Pattern F the detailed pattern
במקום, and see the discussion on this in the details of pattern F below.

3. Pattern E – 2ם + אי + מ1 + מ16
[= What if + S1 + also + S2]

Pattern E is illustrated with one example in Azar’s paper (pp. 14–15)
that appears in an a fortiori argument in the conversations in the Mishnah.
The conversations in the Mishnah contain ten additional arguments that can
be considered to belong to this pattern (in nine of them, the structure is not
identical to the pattern: either there is no אם ‘if’, or אי appears instead of אם).
In other words, Pattern E appears in 11 a fortiori arguments in the conversations
in the Mishnah.

Seven a fortiori arguments constructed in Pattern E were found in the
Tosefta corpus, all beginning with מה without אם; for example, in Citation 3
above, an argument of this pattern appears in the first exchange A, in the words
of Beit Hillel, which can also be found in the corresponding conversation in the
Mishnah: מה ת الشهرת שלוה אפ שמא תעלה (‘just as clean is neutralized, so unclean
can be neutralized’); in Citation 9 above, an argument using this pattern appears
in the first exchange A in the words of Monobases: מה מזיד אין חייב עד שיבא לכלל
(‘Just as one who performs a prohibited action deliberately is liable only when he does so informedly, so one
who does an act inadvertently should be liable only when he does so informedly’),
and a second argument in this pattern comes in the words of R. ‘Aqiba:
מה מזיד אין חייב עד שיבא לכלל (‘Now just as one who performs a prohibited action deliberately is liable only when he does so informedly at the very moment at which he does

16 Perez Fernandez (1997, p. 36) claims, that מה in sentences in the formulations:
= מה... אי, אם, מה... אי = What if... also, functions as part of a lexicalized expression introducing the first
term in comparison sentences, which are common in rabbinic arguments that employ gezerah shawah
or a fortiori deduction. He disagrees with Segal (1927, pp. 499–500), that מה in these sentences is an
exclamatory that means ‘what!’.
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the action, so one who does a prohibited act inadvertently should be liable only when he does so informedly at the very moment at which he does the action’); and in Citation 10 in the first conversation I below, the words of ‘(They said to him’) contain an argument using this pattern: מה להלן ודיי ולא ספק, אפ"ה נאמיך ודיי לא ספק (‘Now just as in that case one overrides the prohibitions the Sabbath in the case of certainty [that it is the eighth day] and not in a case of doubt, so here, in a case of certainty – and not in a case of doubt, should they override the prohibitions of the Sabbath in the saving of life?’).

Azar (pp. 14–15 and n. 12 on p. 15) considers Pattern E to be typical pattern for a gezerah shavah (analogy or syllogism) serving as an a fortiori argument, although he notes: “It is quite puzzling that it serves here as an a fortiori argument” (p. 15, originally in Hebrew). Bishko (2008, pp. 125–130 and n. 183 in p. 126) presents the formulation מה פסוקית צ"ש + אף פסוקית צ"ש ש"מקנייה [= What NP1 clause + so corresponding NP2 clause] as a comparison pattern to transfer a feature – as gezerah shavah (analogy or syllogism), and she argues that the pattern has its origin in the a fortiori argument, since starting with the condition using the pattern of מה אס (‘what if…’) is a common form for an a fortiori argument. Bishko presents the differences between the a fortiori pattern and the analogy pattern: (1) אס + מה (what + if) introduces syntactic-pragmatic subordinate relations between a ‘strong’ argument and one that is less ‘strong’, whereas the word מה (‘what’) alone introduces coordination relations of equivalence inferred from the conditional subordinate relations in the a fortiori argument; (2) the second clause in the subordinate structure of the a fortiori argument is introduced by connectives such as או ש (is it not logical that…?’), whereas the second coordinate clause in the coordination structure begins with the word of addition and emphasis אף (‘also’).17 Bishko believes that the a fortiori structure is a persuasive speech act used to explain a halachic argument by means of the argumentative-rhetorical technique of a fortiori, from which an analogy can be implied. The analogy structure, on the other hand, is a speech act of determination of halachic equivalence based on a fortiori relations and the clarification of the equivalence by presenting the subjects under discussion along with the shared halacha, with the equivalence formulation being clear and solid, and the analogy is explicit at its beginning. In light of this description, Bishko disagrees with Pattern E presented by Azar, because in her view it contains an impossible combination of a statement that starts

17 See in details the nine additional a fortiori arguments that might belong to this pattern, but are in a slightly different structure; they contain five sentences with מה and without אס in the first part, and have four sentences with מה and without אס in the first part and with אפי in the second part. The sentences of the first type are appropriate to the structure of the analogy that Bishko (2008) presents, and also in the sentences of the second type, the structure is almost appropriate to the structure of an analogy (with the exception of the form אפי instead of אס).
out with an *a fortiori* argument and continues with an analogy argument. From Azar’s puzzlement quoted above, Bishko infers that Azar also felt uncomfortable with this pattern, and she suggests viewing it as an enigmatic pattern, but not because it is a formulation of an analogy, but rather because it is a hybrid formulation of two different types of arguments. In her view, *אף* is not natural in the words of R. ‘Aqiba in the citation from the Mishnah in Pesahim 6: 2 (מד אם הזיה היא משום שבורה אחרון דוחה את השבת, אף שחרית היא מסומן מלאכה ולא הודה את השבת? Now if sprinkling, which is prohibited by reason of Sabbath rest, does not override [the prohibitions of the Sabbath], slaughtering, which is prohibited by reason of constituting a prohibited act of labor – is it not logical that it too should not override the Sabbath?'), because it appears only in this example, which is the only example that Azar provides for this pattern, and also because it is stated in the words of R. ‘Aqiba, which are uttered as a contrasting parallel to the words of R. Eliezer spoke before him, in which the word *אף* does not appear. Bishko offers a solution to this difficulty, and it is to accept the versions of MS Paris, the First Printing Naples and the other Printed Editions of this citation, according to which R. ‘Aqiba’s words are formulated according to a typical *a fortiori* structure: 2

4. **Pattern F**– 2

Azar (pp. 15–18) provides 14 examples for this pattern, seven of which are included in the *a fortiori* arguments in the conversations in the Mishnah. There are eight additional arguments in the Mishnah that may be considered to belong to this pattern, and in all, 15 arguments from the Mishnah may be included in it.

In general terms, Azar does not relate in his article to the frequency of the patterns, and only in his discussion of Pattern F does he relate to the frequency of the pattern, noting that this is the most frequent one in the Mishnah, as well as the most elaborate one. According to his explanation, this pattern is constructed
so that it contains a complete parallel between the elements of the *a fortiori*. Azar details what is found in each S and presents the following detailed pattern:

\[ \text{if } + S_1 [NP1 + \text{that-S1} + S_2] + S_2 [NP2 + \text{that-S3} + \text{is not logical} + \text{that-S4}] \]. According to him, NP1 denotes the 'subject under discussion'), that-S1 is a characteristic that turns the law S1 into a ‘strong’ law, S2 denotes the ‘logic’ of the ‘subject under discussion’; NP2 denotes the ‘subject under discussion’), that is, it is equal in its content to S2, (’is it not logical’) turns S4 into a negative rhetorical question whose intent is positive. This pattern contains a parallel between the elements of the *a fortiori*:

\[ \text{NP1 = 'strong', NP2 = 'weak', S1 = the 'strong' factor, S3 = the 'weak' factor, S2 = the opposite of the 'strong', S4 = the opposite of the 'weak'.} \]

In the corpus of the Tosefta, 13 *a fortiori* arguments in Pattern F were found, such as in Citation 2 above, an argument in this pattern appears in the words of R. Elazar/Elizeer: 

Now in the case of a woman whom I have no part before she enters my domain, once she enters my domain, she is wholly in my power [so that I may annul her vows], in the case of a woman in whom I have some part before she comes into my domain, once she enters my domain, is it not logical that she should be wholly in my power?’). And on the other hand, in the corresponding conversation in the Mishnah, a different *a fortiori* argument appears, although it too is constructed according to this pattern: 

Now if in the case of a woman who he acquired for himself, lo, he annuls her vows, a woman who is acquired for him by Heaven, is it not logical that he should annul her vows?’; in Citation 11 below, in the first exchange A, an argument in this pattern appears in the words of R. Eliezer, and the same is true for Citation 15 below in the words of Rabban Simeon Ben Gamaliel.

In six of the arguments in the Tosefta, the word ש (‘if’) does not appear:18 in Citation 8 above, in the fifth exchange E, in the words of R. ‘Aqiba: 

18 In one argument, ש is found, but המ is does not appear (*t. Kippurim 1:16), and in MS Erfurt, ש is also missing there.

19 In this citation, there is use of the words כל and (‘lenient’) and מִרְחָקָה (‘stringent’) without interpreting the ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ side; similarly, the words כל and מִרְחָקָה serve in a different argument: [..] (Now if on [...]}
if the widow, who is subject to a less stringent rule, is prohibited from marrying someone who is permitted to her, a divorcée, who is subject to a more stringent rule, surely should be prohibited from marrying someone who is permitted to her!’); in Citation 10 below, in the second conversation II in the words of R. ‘Aqiba: And it is logical: If the skin of the face \[…\] and what \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) instead of \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\), he notes that one example was found in the Mishnah of an \(a\ for\iori\) argument according to Pattern F with the introduction \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) instead of \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) (‘Said R. Simeon […] And it is logical: If the skin of the face […]’ – \(\text{NP3}\) Nega’im 10:9), but remarks in note 14, that in some of the sources it says \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) (‘what if?’) (\(\text{NP4}\) MS Parma, MS Cambridge \[Lowe\] and First Printing Naples).

In three of the 13 arguments using this pattern in the Tosefta, a detailed structure of the pattern with \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) (‘in a case’), appears, for example in Citation 3 above, in the third exchange C, in the words of Beit Hillel: \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) במכות \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) of the pattern with \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\); and similarly, in Citation 4 above, in the words of R. Eliezer (in comparison to the different \(a\ for\iori\) argument that appears in the corresponding conversation in the Mishnah, which is constructed according to Pattern C). We can also find the detailed pattern with \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) in the Mishnah – in three arguments. Azar (p. 17) explains that the adverbial \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) comes instead of NP1, and \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) comes instead of NP2, providing the detailed pattern \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) [\(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\)]; and he notes that \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\) has a demonstrative role.

account of a dead creeping thing, which is of lesser weight, a Nazir cuts his hair \[\ldots\] on account of a quarter-\(\text{log}\) of blood, which is more stringent, is it not logical that a Nazir should cut his hair \[\ldots\]?’ – \(\text{NP3}\) Nazir 5:1). Azar (p. 17) notes on an example from the Mishnah in which there is a similar usage, with the verbs \(\text{NP1} = \text{NP2}\).
5. Pattern G – \[= \text{If } + \text{S1} + \text{is it not logical} + \text{that-S2 (yif'al)}\]

Azar (p. 18) provides two examples for this pattern – without any further reference to it. Both examples appear in contexts that are not halachic give-and-take conversations – one is in the formulation of a law and the second in the presentation of a halachic view. In the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah, no \textit{a fortiori} arguments were found using this pattern.

Three \textit{a fortiori} arguments were found in the corpus of conversations in the Tosefta that can be viewed as belonging to this pattern, and in all, the structure is different from the pattern, as will be shown.

One argument using this pattern appears in the words of R. Eliezer in the first of two conversations in Citation 10 – I, and it begins with \(\text{וּמָּה} \text{על} \) (‘and what about’) instead of the word \(\text{אַם} \) (‘if’) used in this pattern (but in the First Printing and in MS London, the argument begins with \(\text{וּמָּה} [\text{אַם}] \text{על} \) and in MS Erfurt with \(\text{עֲלָי} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{אמרו לו:} & \quad \text{למה דוחה את השבת, ממסירה עליה כרת לאחור ו(אם נ쇠) עלnox?} \\
\text{אמרו לו:} & \quad \text{למה דוחה את השבת, ממסירה עליה כרת לאחור ו(אם נ쇠) עלnox?} \\
\text{אמרו לו:} & \quad \text{למה דוחה את השבת, ממסירה עליה כרת לאחור ו(אם נ쇠) עלnox?} \\
\text{אמרו לו:} & \quad \text{למה דוחה את השבת, ממסירה עליה כרת לאחור ו(אם נ쇠) עלnox?}
\end{align*}
\]

Said R. Yosé: How do we know that danger to life overrides the restrictions of the Sabbath? […]

\textbf{R. Eliezer says:} As to circumcision, on account of which they override the prohibitions of the Sabbath, why is this so? It is because they are liable to extirpation if it is not done on time. Now the matter yields an argument \textit{a fortiori}: Now if on account of a single limb of a person they override the prohibitions of the Sabbath, is it not logical that one should override the prohibitions of the Sabbath on account of \{the saving of\} the whole of him? \textbf{They said to him:} From the very place from which you bring proof, we shall refute you. Now just as in that case one overrides the prohibitions the Sabbath in the case of certainty \{that it is the eighth day\} and not in a case of doubt, so here, in a case of certainty – and not in a case of doubt, should they override the prohibitions of the Sabbath in the saving of life?

\textbf{R. ʿAqiba:} Now in what regard did the Torah impose a stricter rule, in the case of the Temple service or in the case of the Sabbath?
It was more in the case of the Temple service than in the case of the Sabbath, for the Temple service overrides [the prohibitions of] the Sabbath, and the Sabbath does not override it. Now the matter yields as argument a fortiori: Now if the Temple service overrides the prohibitions of the Sabbath, and a matter of doubt concerning the safety of life overrides it, the Sabbath, which the Temple service overrides – all the more so should matters of doubt concerning the safety of life overrides it. Thus you have learned that a matter of doubt concerning the safety of life overrides the Sabbath. (t. Shabbat 15: 16)

A second argument using this pattern appears in the words of R. Eliezer in Citation 11, in the second exchange B, and it begins with instead of with של:

If people] slaughtered [animals which had been designated for] other [offerings] for its sake, on the fourteenth of Nissan – R. Eliezer declares [the sacrifice] invalid, and R. Joshua declares it valid.

A Said R. Joshua: Now [if], on all other days of the year, on which it is not valid [to offer an animal-sacrifice] for its [the Passover’s] purpose, [animals designated for] other [purposes] are valid [when offered] in the name of Passover, the fourteenth of Nissan, on which day it is valid for its purpose, is it not logical that other should be valid [when offered in] its name? Said to him R. Eliezer: Now if on all the other days of the year, on which it is not valid for its purpose, it is valid [when offered] for the
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purpose of other, on the Fourteenth of Nissan, on which day it is valid for its purpose, is it not logical that it should be valid when offered both for its purpose and for the purpose of other as well – now is this what you are saying?!

But there is this to be said: On what account are animals other valid for its purpose on other days of the year? It is because it is valid when it is offered for the purpose of other. But will other sacrifices be valid for its sake on the fourteenth of Nissan, on which day it in fact is not valid for the sake of other? It is not logical that other sacrifices should be valid when offered for its purpose.

B Said to him R. Joshua: You have thereby diminished the power of the Passover-sacrifice, and you strengthen the power of peace-offerings.

R. Eliezer went and offered a different mode of argument: We find that he who consecrates [coins for the purpose of] a Passover-sacrifice – he brings peace-offerings, but he who consecrates peace-offerings – he does not bring a Passover-sacrifice. Now if a Passover, in the instance of which he who consecrates funds for it brings peace-offering, peace-offerings in the instance of which he who consecrates funds for them does not bring a Passover-sacrifice – is it logical that they should not be valid when brought under the designation of a Passover-offering?

C Said to him R. Joshua: A sin-offering will prove the case, for he who consecrates it does not bring peace-offerings, but it is valid when offered under the designation of peace-offerings. So you too, do not be surprised that peace-offerings – even though he who consecrates offerings does not bring a Passover-sacrifice – they should be valid when offered under the correct designation of a Passover-sacrifice. R. Eliezer said to him: No, for if you have stated the rule in the case of a sin-offering, since it is valid when it is offered under its proper designation on all other days of the year, will you say the same rule of a Passover, which is not valid when it is offered under the correct designation on all the other days of the year? Since it is not valid if it is offered under the proper designation on all other days of the year, if they slaughtered it for the purpose of other sacrifices on the fourteenth of Nissan, lo, this surely should be invalid.

(t. Pesahim 4, 5–6)

And the third argument in this pattern appears in citation 12 in the words of R. Elazar Ben R. Eliezer Haqqappar in the second conversation II, and it begins with מה ל instead of ( אם in MS London it says ומכל and in MS Erfurt לעמה מילה [‘why circumcision’], and there is an addition in the argument itself of תאמר ב... ש (will you say in… that…) and (הואיל ו ‘since’) before the second clause (neither appear in MS London):
...[R. Yosé says: As to a koy, they do not slaughter it on the festival day, because is subject to doubt, but if they have slaughtered it they do not cover up its blood.

1 Said R. Yosé: Now if in the case of circumcision, which in a case in which it is certainly [required] does override the prohibitions of the Sabbath, in the case in which it is subject to doubt does not override the prohibitions of the festival, covering up the blood, which in a case of certainty does not override the prohibitions of the Sabbath, surely in a case of doubt should not override the prohibitions of the festival day. They said to him: Sounding the shofar in the provinces will prove the matter, for in a case of certainty it does not override the prohibitions of the Sabbath, but in a case of doubt it does override the prohibitions of the festival. This therefore proves the case as to covering up the blood [of a koy], for even though in a case of certainty it does not override the prohibitions of the Sabbath, in a case of doubt it [nonetheless] does override the prohibitions of the festival.

II R. Eleazar son of R. Eliezer Haqqappar replied: What is distinctive about circumcision, which in a matter of doubt does not override the prohibitions of the festival, is that in a matter of certainty it still will not override the prohibitions of the festival nights, will you say the same concerning the covering up of the blood, for a matter of certainty concerning it does override the prohibitions of the festival nights. Since a matter of certainty concerning it overrides the prohibitions of the festival, it surely is reasonable that a matter of doubt concerning it should override the prohibitions of the festival.

Said R. Abba: This is one of the rulings concerning which R. Ḥiyya said: I have no reply, and concerning which R. Eleazar found a suitable reply. (t. Yom Tov 1: 5)

As noted at the beginning of Section 4, the examination of the a fortiori arguments in the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah found that 63% of the arguments (45 of 71) could be considered to belong to one of...
the syntactical patterns presented in Azar’s article. In this examination of the a fortiori arguments that appear in the corpus of conversations in the Tosefta, it was found that a smaller percentage of the arguments – 55% (26 of 47) – could be considered to belong to one of Azar’s patterns, and these have been presented here in patterns 1–5. The rest of the a fortiori arguments from the corpus of conversations in the Tosefta are not constructed according to the patterns found in Azar’s article, but are expressed using two other syntactical structures, which can also be found in the arguments that appear in conversations in the Mishnah. These structures will be described here along with a comparison of what is found in the Mishnah.

A further structure should be noted here, one that appears in the a fortiori arguments in the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah, but does not appear in the arguments in the corpus of conversations in the Tosefta – the pattern += I/we heard in+NP + that-S + and I/we see that the matters are a fortiori. This structure is found in four arguments in the Mishnah, which appear in three nearby mishnayot (mishnaic verses) (m. Keritot 3: 7–10), for example in the response to R. ‘Aqiba’s question:

R. ‘Aqiba asks them: A limb is dangling from a beast – What is the rule? They said to him: We have not heard the rule [for that particular case], but we have heard the rule concerning a limb which is dangling from a man, that it is deemed clean. For so did the people afflicted with boils do in Jerusalem: He goes on the eve of Passover to a physician, and he [the physician] cuts [the boil] until he leaves on it a hair’s breadth. And he sticks it onto a thorn. And he [the patient] pulls away from it. And this one would prepare his Passover, and the physician likewise would prepare his Passover. And we regard the matters as subject to a proof by an argument a fortiori. (t. Keritot 3: 8)

R. ‘Aqiba asks a question aimed at learning the rule for a particular case: ‘A limb is dangling from a beast – What is the rule?’ (אבר המדולדל בחכמה מיהו? = We have not heard the rule), in other words what is the rule regarding a limb torn off from an animal, and Rabban Gamaliel and R. Joshua at first claim that they do not know the rule in this case – לא שמענו ('We have not heard the rule'), but they do know
the rule in another case, that of a limb torn from a human body – שמענו באבר (‘we have heard the rule concerning a limb which is dangling from a man, that it is deemed clean’), and that they believe that the rule of the second case, the more serious one, may be used in a way of a fortiori to determine the rule in the case that R. ‘Aqiba was inquiring about, which is considered less stringent.

Azar does not include this structure as one of the patterns that he presents in his article, and nor does he relate to these arguments explicitly, but it appears that he does not consider them a fortiori arguments. In his discussion of Pattern A aforesaid, which includes the phrase קל וחומר (‘a fortiori’), Azar (P. 10) maintains that not every sentence in which the words קל וחומר appear is included in this pattern and serves as an illocutionary act of a fortiori, and although he does not relate explicitly to this structure, it appears that his words appear to apply to it too, and that he does not relate to arguments in this structure as an a fortiori arguments. In the description of the a fortiori arguments in the halachic give-and-take conversations in this study, it was decided to include this structure among the syntactical patterns of the arguments, because it appears that the interlocutor who says ורואה אני שהדברים קל וחומר (‘And I see that the matters are a fortiori’) expresses by means of this structure that he believes that this is a case of a fortiori, even if this act has less illocutionary force than that contained in an explicit a fortiori arguments uttered according to the seven patterns noted in Azar’s article.

Two additional structures, 6 and 7, which appear in the a fortiori arguments in the Mishnah and in the Tosefta, and which are not included in the patterns in Azar’s article, will be described:

6. לא, אם אמרת/אמרתם ב+צ"ש 2 + תאמר/תאמרו ב+צ"ש 1 + תאמר/תאמרו ב+צ"ש לא, אם אמרת ב+צ"ש 1 + תאמר/תאמרו ב+צ"ש 2 = No, if you (sing./pl.) have said in+NP1 + that-S1 + will you (sing./pl.) say in+NP2 + that-S2]

This structure is found in 38% of the a fortiori arguments in the Tosefta corpus (in 18 of 47 arguments), slightly more than the case in the Mishnah – 30% of the arguments (21 of 71), and similar to the Mishnah this structure takes two possible forms:

(1) A structure in the singular that serves as an argument directed to a single addressee – לא, אם אמרת/אמרת ב+צ"ש 1 + תאמר/תאמרו ב+צ"ש 2 + תאמר/תאמרו ב+צ"ש 1 + תאמר/תאמרו ב+צ"ש לא, אם אמרת ב+צ"ש 1 + תאמר/תאמרו ב+צ"ש 2 = No, if you (sing.) have said in+NP1 + that-S1 + will you (sing.) say in+NP2 + that-S2] – This structure is found in 11 arguments, for example in the above citations: in Citation 7 – in the words of altroزي ברדנדה: לא, אם אמרת/אמרת ב+צ"ש 1 + תאמר/תאמרו ב+צ"ש 2 + תאמר/תאמרו ב+צ"ש לא, אם אמרת/אמרת ב+צ"ש 1 + תאמר/תאמרו ב+צ"ש 2 + תאמר/תאמרו ב+צ"ש 1 + תאמר/תאמרו ב+צ"ש לא, אם אמרת/אמרת ב+צ"ש 2 = No, if you [sing.] have said the rule in the case of the menstruating woman, who becomes permitted after she is prohibited, will you state the
same rule in regard to the accused wife, who will never be permitted once she is prohibited’); in Citation 11, in the third exchange C, in the words of R. Eliezer to R. Joshua, in Citation 2 in the words of R. ‘Aqiba to R. Elazar and in Citation 14 below in the first exchange A and the second exchange B in the words of ‘אבריר לו (‘They said to him’);

(2) A structure in the plural that serves as an argument directed towards a number of addressees – No, if you (pl.) have said in that will you (pl.) say in that? – This structure is found in seven arguments, for example in the above citations: in Citation 6, in the second exchange B, in the words of Beit Hillel to Beit Shammai: לא, אם אמרתם בנדרים ונדבות שאין זamanן קבוע (‘No, if you [pl] have stated the rule concerning sacrifices brought in fulfillment of vows and as thank-offerings, which are not subject to an affixed time, will you state the same rule concerning the festal-offering, the time of which is fixed?’); In Citation 3, in the first exchange A and second exchange B, in the words of Beit Shammai to Beit Hillel, and in Citation 5 in the second exchange B in the words of Rabban Gamaliel to אבריר לו (‘They said to him’).

The Mishnah has 13 arguments that use this structure in the singular and eight in the plural.

Both in the Mishnah and the Tosefta, this structure serves to present the response of the interlocutor to a previous argument from another interlocutor, and is addressed to him directly. In the Tosefta, the argument preceding the a fortiori argument can be of different types, as will be presented and exemplified here:

Response to an a fortiori argument – in five arguments – for example, in Citation 2 above, the a fortiori argument of R. ‘Aqiba in this structure comes in response to R. Elazar’s a fortiori argument; and also, in Citations 3 (in the first exchange A) and 7 above;

Response to proof – in four arguments – for example, in Citation 3 above in the second exchange B, the a fortiori argument of Beit Shammai in this structure comes in response to proof presented by Beit Hillel; and also in Citations 6 (in the second exchange B) and 11 (in the third exchange C) above;

Response to a question ?...ש...אתה/אתם מודים ב (‘Do you (sing./pl.) not concede in… that…?’) or to another question – in five arguments – for example in Citation 14 below in the first exchange A, the an a fortiori argument made by אבריר לו (‘They said to him’) comes in response to a question from R. Meir in the structure ?...ש...אתה/אתם מודים ב...א... (‘Do you not concede in the case of the men of a courtyard who forgot and did not participate in an ‘erub that it is prohibited to bring in or to take out objects from the courtyard to the houses and from
the houses to the courtyard? [...] So what is the difference between the roof and the courtyard?"

Response to a *gezerah shavah* argument (analogy or syllogism) – in three arguments – for example, in Citation 5 above, in the second exchange B the *a fortiori* argument by Rabban Gamaliel in this structure comes in response to an analogy argument made by (‘They said to him’) in the previous exchange;

Response to an argument – in one argument – in Citation 14, in the second exchange B, the *a fortiori* argument presented by sages (לך אמרים) [‘They said to him’] comes in response to an argument made by R. Meir:

All the roofs of a town are a single domain. It is prohibited to carry something up to or to bring something down from the courtyard to the roofs or from the roofs to the courtyard. But all [objects] which were kept for the Sabbath in the courtyard may be carried about in the courtyard, and those kept for the Sabbath on the roofs may be carried about on the roofs; the words of R. Meir. And Sages say: Each one constitutes domain unto itself.

---

1. *Said to them R. Meir:* Do you not concede in the case of the men of a courtyard who forgot and did not participate in an ‘*erub*’ that it is prohibited to bring in or to take out objects from the courtyard to the houses and from the houses to the courtyard? Yet all [objects] which were kept for the Sabbath in the courtyard are permitted to be carried about in the courtyard. So what is the difference between the roof and the courtyard?

2. *They said to him:* No, if you have stated the rule in regard to the courtyard, underneath which there are no distinct residences, will you state the same rule in regard to roofs, beneath which there are distinct residences?

3. *He said to them:* So too in the case of a courtyard, sometimes there are distinct residences underneath it. *They said to him:* No, if you have
A syntactical examination of the structure found that the structure לא, אם ש-מ ocorreu with syntactic variations in both compilations. One variation is the appearance of the causal particle的方式来 instead of ש (‘that’). In the Tosefta,的方式来 comes instead of של in the first clause in one argument (in Citation 11 above in the third exchange C, in the words of R. Eliezer: ולא, אם אמרת בחטאת,的方式来 come instead of של in the first clause in five arguments, and comes instead of של in the second clause (t. Shabbat 15: 10). In the Mishnah,的方式来 comes instead of של in the first clause in five arguments, and comes instead of של in two clauses in a single argument.

Another syntactical variation is found in one argument in the Tosefta, which contains another causal clause beginning with的方式来 (‘for just as’), which comes after each of two clauses beginning with של (‘that’) – in Citation 2 above (in the...
two clauses in italics): לָא, אָמַר אֲמַרְתָּא בֵּאָשָּׁא שָׁאָא לְכָּה הֲלָךְ זוּל שָׁאָא בֵּאָשָּׁא לְרָשָׁא, מְשָׁבַת לְרָשָׁא נְנָמְרָה לָא, שִׁכְּשָׁמָּא שָׁאָא לְכָּה הֲלָךְ כָּלָא אָמַר אֲמַרְתָּא בֵּאָשָּׁא לְרָשָׁא נְנָמְרָה לָא, שִׁכְּשָׁמָּא שָׁאָא לְכָּה הֲלָךְ כָּלָא. (‘No, if you have so stated matters in the case of a woman in whom I have no part before she comes into my domain, while once she enters my domain, she is wholly within my power, for just as I have no part in her, so others have no part in her, but will you say the same of a woman in whom I have a part before she enters my domain, and who, once she enters my domain, is wholly within my power, for just as I have a part in her, so others have a part in her?’); It should be noted that in the corresponding argument in the Mishnah (m. Nedarim 10: 6), an argument different in content and constructed according to the same pattern appears, but the syntactic variation does not appear in it.

The pragmatic use of Structure 6 is to reject an a fortiori argument (or a previous argument of a different type, such as proof, question or an analogy). As noted, Azar does not include sentences using this structure in his article on a fortiori sentences, but rather in a different article on לְפִיכָךְ (‘therefore’) in Mishnaic Hebrew, Azar (2012, pp. 116–119) discusses לָא אֲמַרְתָּא אֲמַרְתָּא (‘No. If you said…’) as sentences used to reject a fortiori or analogy arguments.20 It was decided to include this structure among the other structures in the description of the a fortiori arguments in the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah and Tosefta, because the rejection of an a fortiori argument can also be related to as a type of an a fortiori argument, since the purpose of the rejection is to void the argument. The elements of this structure will be described, followed by an explanation of how it is constructed in a manner similar to a fortiori arguments, serving as a decisive reason to include it among these arguments.

Structure 6 is made up of two elements:

1. The negative particle לש (‘no’) which serves to reject the previous argument, and which means: ‘it is impossible to argue here (an a fortiori or other argument);

2. The rhetorical question אַס אָמַרְתָּא אָמַרְתָּא בֵּ+ע”ש 1 או+ע”ש 1 או+ע”ש 2 או+ע”ש 2 [ = If you (sing./pl.) have said in+NP1 + that-S1 + will you (sing./pl.) say in+NP2 + that-S2], which serves to present the explanation for the rejection of the argument.

20 Azar (2012, pp. 116–119) discusses the structure in his article on לְפִיכָךְ (‘therefore’), which appears in different sentences, including sentences having the structure לָא אֲמַרְתָּא אֲמַרְתָּא (‘No. If you said…’). In his examples of this structure in his article, he does not include examples from the Mishnah and Tosefta, but rather from the Midrashei Halacha, because לְפִיכָךְ does not appear in either of these two compilations.
The rhetorical question is made up of two parts: a conditional clause (€רל_ל/£רל_לכ תמצית/£רל_לכ תמצית ש_ל?+ and another clause (€רל_ל/£רל_לכ תמצית/£רל_לכ תמצית ש_ל?2+). The conditional clause presents NP1, which is the case that was presented as lenient in the rejected argument, and after it the aspect in it that is stringent is presented in the clause (that-S1); the second clause presents NP2, which is the case that was presented as stringent in the rejected argument, and after it the aspect in which it is more lenient in comparison with NP1 is noted in the clause (that-S2).

The meaning of the rhetorical question is: ‘you cannot argue that the first case (which was presented as a lenient case in the a fortiori) is lenient, and that the second one is stringent, because from a certain aspect, the first is actually more stringent than the second’. And in a manner closest to its literal form, this structure can be interpreted with the addition of supplements as: ‘if you said that NP1 [is lenient, that is incorrect] because there is a more stringent way of looking at it, and you cannot say that NP2 [is stringent], because there is a more lenient way of looking at it’.

The description of the elements of structure 6 shows that it is constructed in a form similar to that found in the patterns of the a fortiori sentences. Azar (p. 18) explains that a fortiori sentences are constructed as S1+S2, when S1 expresses an argument considered ‘stronger’ than the argument expressed in S2, and he adds that the condition is that S1 be a given that serves as an introduction to the innovation in S2. It can be said that in the argument that rejects the a fortiori in structure 6, the interlocutor does not accept the consensus that one case is more stringent than the other; accordingly he argues that the previous interlocutor who made the a fortiori argument (or any other argument) cannot make it, because from a certain aspect, NP1 is not more lenient than NP2, it is rather more stringent than it, which is why the law regarding NP2 cannot be inferred from it through a fortiori.

7. ?... ש... ש... [עב... ש... ש... ?] (and) what of... that... that...?

Similar to Structure 6, Structure 7 also serves to reject a previous argument, which is an a fortiori or analogy argument. However, unlike it, structure 7 is a rare structure in both compilations. Three a fortiori arguments using this structure were found in the Tosefta – in the first two arguments that will be presented (15 and 4), the argument rejects a previous a fortiori argument, and in the third argument (16), it rejects an analogy argument, as will be shown here.

At the beginning of Citation 15, there first appears in a fortiori argument made by Rabban Gamaliel constructed according to Pattern F, followed by

---

a rejection of the argument by Amorah (‘They said to him’) constructed according to Structure 7:

15. רבו שנמעך בַּכָּל מַלְאָל אֵין: עַמְּשׁ שְׁכָּהַמִּית מַצָּלָת אֵת הַצָּלָה כָּר הַצָּלָה מַצָּל אֵת הַצָּלָה. וּדְרֵי נַהַּ: מַאָם יאָמְתָּה שְׁמַוְרְתָּה בְּחַיָּה! רַבָּה יאָמְתֶּה שְׁמַוְרֶת אֵת הַצָּלָה. הַצָּלָה שְׁמַוְרֶת בּוּמָּה! בַּעֲנוֹן וּבֵעֲנוֹן שְׁמַוְרֶת אֵת הַצָּלָה? אֵין לָהּ לָרַבָּה יאָמְתָּה שְׁמַוְרֶת אֵת הַצָּלָה שְׁמַוְרֶת בּוּמָּה?

R. Simeon b. Gamaliel says: Just as a standing [crop] protects a sheaf [from becoming subject to the law of the forgotten sheaf], so too a sheaf protects a standing [crop]. And it is a matter of logic: If a standing [crop], on which the householder has a strong claim, protects a sheaf, is it not logical that this [sheaf] protects a standing [crop]?

They said to him: Rabbi, [if it is the case that] a standing [crop] protects a sheaf, because the householder has a strong claim [on the sheaf], can [a sheaf] protect a standing [crop], [even though] the poor has a stronger claim [on the standing crop]? (t. Pe’ah 3: 6)

Before Rabban Gamaliel’s argument, he presents the similarity between two situations – (‘Just as a standing [crop] protects a sheaf [from becoming subject to the law of the forgotten sheaf], so too a sheaf protects a standing [crop]’). In other words, he believes that just as the standing crop in the field protects the harvested sheaf from being subject to the law of the forgotten sheaf, so also the sheaf protects a standing crop. The a fortiori argument that follows is constructed according to Pattern F – 22

22 The first three occurrences of the word "עַבָּרָי" in this citation appear in Ma’agarim between exclamation points to denote an error in the text, a text that needs to be corrected, etc. Lieberman (1992, pp. 52–53) believes that in all three cases, it should say "עַבָּרָי", i.e. the householder.

If a standing [crop], on which the householder has a strong claim, protects a sheaf,

is it not logical that this [sheaf] protects a standing [crop]?

Rabban Gamaliel argues that the first situation, the more stringent one, is indicative of the second situation, which is the more lenient one: if the
standing crop protects a sheaf, then the sheaf should protect the standing crop, because there is more stringency in the standing crop than in the sheaf – the householder has a weaker claim on the standing crop because the standing crop will be given in the future as gleanings, forgotten produce and corners of the field. However the householder has a stronger claim on the sheaf because it’s already been harvested and consequently, no more corners of the field or gleanings will be given from it, only forgotten produce. Following this argument comes the argument rejecting it made by אמרו לו (‘They said to him’), who disagree that the sheaf can protect the standing crop from the status of forgotten produce. Their argument is constructed according to Structure 7, and it has two elements that correspond to the two parts noted in the previous *a fortiori* argument:

> המ לקמה שמצלת את הנומר שחרר ייפה כח! עני! ב-
> יillez את הקמה שחרר ייפה כח עני בה?

>[if it is the case that] a standing [crop] protects a sheaf, because the householder has a strong claim [on the sheaf],

can [a sheaf] protect a standing [crop], [even though] the poor has a stronger claim [on the standing crop]?

According to this argument, the previous *a fortiori* argument should be rejected, i.e. it cannot be inferred from the first situation, which was presented as the more stringent in the previous argument (that the standing crop protects a sheaf), for the second situation, which was presented in it as being more lenient (that the sheaf protects the standing crop). This is because in the first situation the sheaf is protected, which the householder has a stronger claim on it, as explained earlier, whereas in the second situation, the standing crop is protected, which the poor has a stronger claim on it because of the Gifts to the Poor that is supposed to be given from it.

The ?...ש ...ש ...ל ה**כ**ו(ר) rejection structure is constructed as a rhetorical question, and includes both elements of the argument that it rejects: the first element in it presents the first situation presented in the *a fortiori* argument, and the second one presents the second situation. Structure 7 can be broken down to include within it the two situations presented in the argument so that each of them appears as an NP in one part of the structure. The detailed structure will be **?2מה-ש + 2**ש"ז + 1מ-ש + 1**ש"ז**ו(ר) [\(= (\text{and}) \text{ what of} + \text{NP1} + \text{that-S1} + \text{NP2} + \text{that-S2})\]}. The first part of the argument structure presents NP1, which is the case that is considered more stringent in the rejected argument, followed by the clause (that-S1) which denotes another aspect, from which this case is actually considered more lenient. The second part of the structure presents
NP2, which is the case that is considered more lenient in the rejected argument, followed by the second clause (that+S2) which denotes another aspect, from which this case is considered to be a more stringent case in comparison to the first, and is the reason that the previous a fortiori argument is rejected. The structure of the rhetorical question can then be interpreted as follows: ‘what of NP1 that there is a certain law that applies to it because of a certain reason (a lenient aspect), should this law also apply to NP2?’, and the answer to the rhetorical question is negative, in other words, the law of the first case can not apply in the second case too, because the second case has a more stringent aspect, making it impossible to infer here using the a fortiori method.

The correspondence between the first a fortiori argument and the argument rejecting it in Structure 7 is expressed in the fact that the first element in the second argument – $I^m -_sh + I^l +_sh$, i.e. $\text{מה לקמה שציל את הקמה, והרי היא מצלת את הקמה}$. Similarly, the second element of the second argument in this citation – $\text{יציל את הקמה, והרי ייפה כח עני בה?}$ – corresponds to the law stated in the first part of the rejected first argument, which is $\text{מה אם קמה ש}...\text{ררי הוא מצלת את הקמה}$. If a standing [crop] protects a sheaf’). Similarly, the second element of the second argument in this citation – $\text{can [a sheaf] protect a standing [crop], [even though] the poor has a stronger claim [on the standing crop]?}$ – corresponds to the law expressed in the second part of the rejected argument – $\text{עומר ש[...] אני דו שציציל את הקמה?}$ (‘is it not logical that this [sheaf] protects a standing [crop]?’).

In the second argument using Structure 7 too, which appears in Citation 4 above, the rejection argument is preceded by an a fortiori argument – the argument made by R. Eliezer, and it is also constructed according to Pattern F and contains two parts:

No, if in a situation in which he cannot annul his own vows before he has made them, lo, he has the power to annul his own vows before he has made them, in a situation in which he may annul the vows of his wife once she has made them, it is not logical that he should be able to annul the vows of his wife before she makes them?

R. Eliezer argues that if in the stringent case – regarding one’s own vow, in which there is no possibility of annulling the vow – the law is that he can annul.

23 The word קמה appears in this citation instead of ש, and see more about it in the description of the syntactic variations later in the discussion of this structure.
the vow in advance, this should also be the law in the more lenient case – the vow of a wife that is annulled by her husband after she made the vow, and there too, the law should be that it can be acknowledged in advance. אמיי ל (‘They said to him’) reject this argument using an argument that is constructed according to Structure 7, which, as noted, contains two elements that correspond to the two parts of the rejected argument:

והמ למסר נודר учетמות על שלמה ידור, שאם רצה להקים מקים, יפר נדר אשתו על שלמה ידור, שאם רצה להקים את י oltre?

Now if he is able to annul his own vows before he makes them, it is also true that if he wanted to confirm his vows, he also does confirm them, but may he annul the vows of his wife before she actually vows, for if he wanted to confirm them, he has not got the power to do so?

This rejection disagrees that the second case can be inferred from the first case by means of the a fortiori method. According to the rejecting argument, in the first case there is a possibility of a person annulling his own vow, but there is also the possibility of upholding the vow without being able to annul it (if a person made a vow despite remembering the condition), and on the other hand, in the second case of annulling the vow, of a wife by her husband, there is no possibility of upholding the vow despite this (because before the vow, the husband did not have the authority to uphold his wife’s vow).\(^{24}\) The rejecting argument presents the first case along with the accepted law regarding it with the addition of the reason for it, followed by a rhetorical presentation of the argument that this law does not apply in the second case because it involves a different situation. According to the detailed breakdown of Structure 7 presented earlier – \(?2\) _מש לא מצ"ת \(\text{+ הש} + \text{ימל} + \text{יש} - \text{של} - \text{ע"ה)}_ \) – this argument can be described as follows: ‘And what of NP1 (one who annuls his own vow) to which a certain law applies (he may annul his own vows in advance) because of a certain reason (because it is possible to uphold the vows), should this law also apply to NP2 (one who annuls his wife’s vow)? No, because the second case has a more stringent aspect (the vow cannot be upheld’.

Unlike the first two arguments in Structure 7, in the third argument in the Tosefta, which appears in Citation 16, the rejection is of an analogy argument rather than of an a fortiori argument. At the beginning of the citation, the views of R. Simeon and of R. Yosé are presented: R. Simeon argues that first fruits are exempt from the law of removal, whereas R. Yosé argues that they require removal. R. Yosé first presents the similarity between the second tithe and the

\(^{24}\) See an explanation of this subject in Lieberman (1992, p. 119).
first fruits – they both require the recitation of a confession (מעשר שני טעון ידוין – ‘the second tithe requires a confession and first fruits require a confession’), and then makes an analogy argument between them:

Said to him R. Simeon: Now the second tithe requires removal because the coins used to redeem the second tithe require removal, will you say the same of first fruits, the [redemption] value of which does not require removal?

And so would R. Simeon say: First fruits – that which grows from them is not prohibited to be eaten in Jerusalem [...].

(t. Bikkurim 1: 7)

R. Yosé’s analogy argument is made up of two parts:

מה מעשר שני טעון ידוין
אף בכורים טעון ידוין

Just as second tithe requires removal
so first fruits [should] require removal

This argument is rejected in R. Simeon’s argument, which is constructed according to Structure 7, which includes two elements that correspond to the parts of the previous analogy:

Now second tithe requires removal because the coins used to redeem second tithe require removal, will you say the same of first fruits, the [redemption] value of which does not require removal?

[There are] stringencies [which apply] to heave-offering and to second tithe which do not [apply] to first fruits [...] R. Simeon says: First fruits are exempt from the law of removal. R. Yosé says: [Since] second tithe requires [the recitation of] a confession and first fruits [also] require a confession, then just as second tithe requires removal so first fruits [should] require removal.
According to this argument, the analogy between the second tithe and the first fruits should be rejected, because there is a difference between them: the money used to redeem the second tithe also requires removal, whereas the money used to redeem the first fruits does not. The detailed Structure 7 – א"ת ל+צ"ש + 1ש-מ + 1ש(ר) – would be interpreted in this argument as follows: ‘And what of NP1 (the second tithe) to which a certain law applies (it requires removal) because of a certain reason (the money that redeems it requires removal), should then this law apply also to NP2 (first fruits)? No, because the second case involves a different situation (the money of the first fruits do not require removal)’.

The presentation of the three following arguments in Structure 7 in the Tosefta shows that this structure, which takes the form of a rhetorical question, serves to reject the previous _a fortiori_ or analogy argument. When it serves to reject an _a fortiori_ argument, it argues that it is impossible to infer from one case to another, because what is perceived as stringent is actually lenient and vice versa; and when it serves to reject an analogy argument, it argues that it is impossible to compare the two cases because they are quite different from one another. Structure 7 includes two elements that correspond with the two parts included in the argument that it is rejecting; the two cases in the rejected argument are represented in the two parts of Structure 7, and the ש clause in each part illustrates the different situation in each of the cases, which is why the previous _a fortiori_ or analogy argument should be rejected.

Two of the three arguments in Structure 7 – א"ת ל+צ"ש + 1ש-מ + 1ש(ר) – contain _syntactic variations_. In Citation 15 above, there is an addition of a שמר clause after the 1ש-מ clause, followed by the use of instead of שמר at the beginning of the second clause: ‘And what of NP1 (the second tithe) to which a certain law applies (it requires removal), should then this law apply also to NP2 (first fruits)? No, because the second case involves a different situation (the money of the first fruits do not require removal)’.

Now a second tithe requires removal because the coins used to redeem second tithe require removal, will you say the same of first fruits, the [redemption] value of which does not require removal?’). The use of the causal particles שמר and שרי instead of ש expresses the status of the ש clause as one that expresses a reason. In Structure 6, we also find the syntactic variation of the use of ש instead of ש, as described above. The addition of שמר before NP2 in the second part of the structure in this citation clarifies the rhetorical role of the question as of a rhetorical question aimed at rejecting the previous argument, and to which the
answer is no. אמר (‘Will you say’) means ‘it is impossible to say’. The use of the verb אמר is also found in Structure 6 as part of the second element of the regular structure – לא, אם אמרה/אמרתם ב+צ”ש +1+ ש-מ + והאמרה/אמרתם ב+צ”ש 2+ש-מ?, and this structure is also of a rhetorical question, and the verb in it is also interpreted as ‘it is impossible to say’.

In the previous description of the a fortiori arguments that appear in halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah, Structure 7 was not included, in view of the fact that it was not found among the 70 a fortiori arguments included in the conversations in the Mishnah. Nevertheless, during the examination of the a fortiori arguments in the corpus of conversations in the Tosefta described in this article, Structure 7 was found in three arguments in the Tosefta, as noted, and as a part of the examination one argument in this structure was also found in the Mishnah, increasing the actual number of a fortiori arguments in the Mishnah from 70 to 71. The further argument in this structure in the Mishnah appears in Citation 17, which deals with the substitution of an animal dedicated as a sacrifice with another animal:

All substitute […] Priests do not effect a substitution in the case either of a sin offering or of a guilt offering or of a firstling.

A Said R. Yohanan ben Nuri: And on what account do they [the priests] not effect a substitution in the case of a firstling? Said to him R. ‘Aqiba: A sin offering and a guilt offering are a gift to the priest, and a firstling is a gift to the priest. Just as, in the case of a firstling, they should not effect a substitution, so in the case of a firstling, they should not effect a substitution.

B Said to him R. Yohanan ben Nuri: What difference does it make that one does not effect a substitution in the case of a sin offering and a guilt offering, for in the case of these they [the priests] have no claim while they [the beasts] are alive, will you say the same in the case of the firstling, to which they [the priests] have a claim while [the firstling] is still alive? Said to him R. ‘Aqiba: But has it not already been stated “Then both it and that for which it is changed shall be holy,” at what
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point does sanctity descend on to it? In the house of the owner, so the substitute [becomes holy] in the house of the owner. (m. Temurah 1: 1)

The first exchange A appears after the formulation of the law that the priests may substitute neither the animals given to them as sin and guilt offerings, nor firstlings given to them by Israelite. In the first exchange, R. Yohanan ben Nuri asks why it is forbidden for the priests to substitute a firstling, and in response R. ‘Aqiba makes an a fortiori argument that comes after a presentation of the similarity between the sin and guilt offerings and the firstling, from whose meat the priest benefits, and his argument is constructed according to Pattern E –

מה 텅 retorn אֵא מִפְּרִירָה בֵּית
אַחַת הבכור לא ימיר בֵּית

Just as, in the case of a firstling, they should not effect a substitution, so in the case of a firstling, they should not effect a substitution

According to this argument, just as a priest may not substitute an animal that has been dedicated as a sin or guilt offering with an ordinary animal, thus he may not substitute a firstling with an ordinary animal. In the second exchange B, R. Yohanan ben Nuri presents an argument that rejects the previous a fortiori, which includes two elements that correspond to the two parts of the rejected a fortiori argument:

מה לַא יִמְרַא בֵּיתא וּמְשָׁמַש שְׁנֵי כְּפָי בֵּית בְּתוֹלֶיוּת?

What difference does it make that one does not effect a substitution in the case of a sin offering and a guilt offering, for in the case of these they [the priests] have no claim while they [the beasts] are alive, will you say the same in the case of the firstling, to which they [the priests] have a claim while [the firstling] is still alive?

According to this argument, the prohibition that applies to the substitution of animals sacrificed as sin and guilt offerings stems from the fact that the priest has no claim on them while they are alive, and may benefit from their meat only after their parts have been sacrificed on the altar, and hence he cannot substitute them because they are not yet his at this time. Regarding the firstling, however, the situation is different because when it is given to the priest it becomes entirely his, and that is why the law of the first case should not apply to the second case. According to the breakdown of Structure 7 presented earlier – ́אֹנָא́ ́מִש ש́בָה (צ)
the argument can be interpreted as follows: And what of NP1 (animals given to be sin and guilt offerings) to which a certain law applies (the priest may not substitute them with ordinary animals) because of a certain reason (they do not yet belong to the priest while they are alive, but only after they have been sacrificed), should then this law apply also to NP2 (a firstling given to a priest)? No, because the second case involves a different situation (the firstling becomes the property of the priest immediately after it has been given to him). In this citation from the Mishnah, there is a syntactic variation that can be found in one of the citations in the Tosefta too – in Citation 16 as detailed above – when the verb תאמר ב is added before NP2 – תאמר בבכור (‘will you say the same in the case of the firstling, to which they [the priests] have a claim while [the firstling] is still alive?’).

To sum up Chapter 4, a table will be presented here summing up all the syntactic patterns of the *a fortiori* arguments in the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah and Tosefta. The table includes the seven patterns from Azar’s article (including Pattern B which was not found in the conversations in the Mishnah and Tosefta, and which has been cited here only in order to provide a complete presentation of all seven patterns), followed by three additional structures which were not included in his article. The first seven patterns are presented in the order they appear in Azar’s article numbered A–G, as they appear there (originally in Hebrew א–ז). These patterns as well as the additional structures are also numbered 1–7, in the table, as in this article. The structures that were found only in the Mishnah and not in the Tosefta, as well as those cited in Azar’s article, but which are not found in the halachic give-and-take conversations in either compilation are presented in the table without a number preceding them.

The number of arguments for each structure in the Mishnah and Tosefta is noted. The most frequent structures for each compilation are shaded, and their percentage of all the arguments is also noted. If there are changes from the basic structure – when a certain particle appears instead of another particle or when there is a detailed pattern or syntactic variation – these are noted in brief alongside the number of arguments with that structure that appear in the table.

The table will be followed by the findings that arise from it as well as the findings that arise from the detailed discussion of the structures in Chapter 4.

---

25 It should be noted that in Kehati (2003) and in Albeck and Yalon (1988), the argument begins with ממה לי instead of למה and Kehati interprets this as ‘How does this law benefit me…?’.

26 This numbering is not identical to the numbering used in the description of the structures in the Mishnah in the previous study (Shemesh-Raiskin 2019, pp. 137–154) because of the difference between the structures that were found in the two corpora.
Summary table – Syntactic patterns of *a fortiori* arguments in the Mishnah and Tosefta

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The patterns in Azar (1991)</th>
<th>Syntactical structures</th>
<th>Compilations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. Pattern A</strong></td>
<td>[מה] אם + מ + כל ותומך + צ&quot;י + (what) if + S + a fortiori + PP]</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pattern B</strong></td>
<td>[מה] אם + מ + על אחת כמה + מ = (what) if + S1 + all the more so + S2]</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Pattern C</strong></td>
<td>[מה (חוית) + מ1 (חוית) + מ2 (שלילי: לא + יפעל) = (what) if + S1 (positive) + S2 (negative: no + Yif'al)]</td>
<td>17 (= 24%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pattern D</strong></td>
<td>[מה (שלילי) + מ1 (שהה) + מ2 (רבעי - פעל) = S1 (negative) + how + S2 (positive - yif'al)]</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syntactical structures</td>
<td>Compilations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. Pattern E</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>מה אם + מ + אחר + מ2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[= What if + S1 + also + S2]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In 9 arguments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אם does not</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appear; in one</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>argumentủy מ meisje ב</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appears instead of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אם; 3 arguments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have אם</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4. Pattern F</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>verständ לד + מ + מ1 + מ2</td>
<td>15 (= 21%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[= (and) what if + S1 +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is it not logical + that-S2]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In 3 arguments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– the detailed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pattern with</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>מבequalTo</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5. Pattern G</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>אם + מ1 + שים + מ2(יפל)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[= If + S1 +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is it not logical + that-S2 (yif’al)]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In one argument</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– instead of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ואם; in one argument</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>вместו –</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Additional structures</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>שממענה/שממענה וב + לת + ש-מ + ש-מ</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[= I/we heard in+NP + that-S +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and I/we see that the matters are</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a fortiori]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from nearby mishnayot</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syntactical structures</th>
<th>Compilations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mishnah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.bral. אס אופר/אורות ב+צ&quot;ש+ל&quot;ש+ל-מ1תל&quot;ש/אורות ב+צ&quot;ש+ל&quot;ש+ל-מ2?</td>
<td>21 (= 30%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[= No, if you (sing./pl.) have said in+NP1 + that-S1 + will you (sing./pl.) say in+NP2 + that-S2]</td>
<td>In 5 arguments – instead of ש in the first clause; in one argument – instead of ש in 2 clauses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.[(ו)מה ל...ש...?][= (and) what of... that... that...?]</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In one argument – addition ofишכ after the first ש clause and ישכ instead of ש in the second clause; in one argument – instead of ש in the first clause and תאמר ב before NP2 before the second clause</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total a fortiori arguments</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Six of the seven patterns that Azar presents in his article can be found in the a fortiori arguments that appear in the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah and in the corpus of conversations in the Tosefta. Pattern B – (+ על שונים + מ) – is the only one that is not found in the arguments that appear in the conversations in the Mishnah and the Tosefta, and this finding seems reasonable, because Azar characterizes this pattern as one that only appears in Aggadic texts. Two of the six other patterns appear only in conversations in one of the two compilations, and they are rare in it: (1) Pattern D – (+ מ) – appears only in the Mishnah; Azar characterizes it as a supplementary pattern of Pattern C, and
because Pattern C is itself rare in the Tosefta, it comes as no surprise that Pattern D is completely absent from it; (2) Pattern G – \( + \text{ אם} + \text{ מי} + \text{loit} \) – appears only in the Tosefta. In addition to these two patterns, there is one rare pattern that is found in both compilations, Pattern A – \( + \text{ אם} (\text{ הלוי}) + \text{ מי} + \text{ loi} \) + , and it appears only in a single argument in corresponding conversations in the Mishnah and Tosefta.

That leaves only three patterns from those that appear in Azar’s article that occur in both compilations and of which at least in one they are not rare: Pattern C, Pattern E and Pattern F. Pattern E – \( + \text{ אף} + \text{ מי} \) can apparently be ignored as is explained in the discussion of it: the quoted from Azar (1991) and Bishko (2008) show that it is not a natural pattern for the expression of \emph{a fortiori}, and even in an examination of the arguments from the conversations in both compilations which appear to belong to this pattern, it was found that it only appears in its form with certain variations. Regarding the two other patterns, C and F, Pattern C – \( + \text{ לא} + \text{ מי} \) \( + \text{ loi} \) – is frequent only in the Mishnah (24%); and Pattern F – \( + \text{ אין} + \text{ מי} + \text{ loi} \) – is frequent both in the Mishnah (21%) and in the Tosefta (28%). In other words, from among Azar’s patterns, Pattern F is the most frequent pattern in the arguments in the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah and Tosefta, while Pattern C is frequent only in the Mishnah.

The frequency of Pattern F in the \emph{a fortiori} arguments in the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah and Tosefta is expected, since Azar mentions in his article – which as noted focuses on the entire Mishnah, and not only on the halachic give-and-take conversations included in it – that Pattern F is the most frequent pattern in the Mishnah (whereas in the description of the other patterns, he does not refer to the subject of frequency).

In the Mishnah, Patterns C and F are similar in proportion (24% and 21% respectively), whereas in the Tosefta only Pattern F is frequent (28%). A possible explanation for this difference between the two compilations is that the choice of Pattern F in the Tosefta stems from the fact that the word \emph{ דין} appears in it, which clarifies lexically that an \emph{a fortiori} argument is involved. The word \emph{ דין} appears also in Pattern G – \( + \text{ הדרי} + \text{ loi} + \text{ מי} \) \( + \text{ loi} \) \( + \text{ המודי} \), which, as noted, is found only in the Tosefta; it also appears in two arguments in the Tosefta in the declaration that precedes the argument: \( + \text{ הדרי} + \text{ המודי} \) (‘And it is a matter of logic’) and \( + \text{ הדרי} + \text{ המודי} \) (‘And reason suggests that he should be exempt’), as noted in section 3.1 above. Perhaps a structure that includes the word \emph{ דין} was perceived as more transparent for the expression of \emph{a fortiori}, and that is why it is the preferred structure in the Tosefta.

About 63% of the arguments in the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah can be categorized as belonging to the patterns presented in Azar’s article (45 of 71 arguments), and 55% of the arguments in the corpus of conversations in the Tosefta. The rest of the arguments in the conversations
in the Mishnah and Tosefta are expressed using three additional syntactic structures. The additional structure שמעתי/שמענו + ש-מ+ ברות/רואים את + אני/אנו is found in the Mishnah but not in the Tosefta; it is found in four arguments that appear in three nearby mishnayot ( mishnaic verses) in the Mishnah, and serves to present an *a fortiori* argument. The two other structures serve to reject arguments, including an *a fortiori* argument: Structure 6 – לא, אמר/אמרו + ש-מ + אמר/אמרו + ק+ צ"ש – is frequent in both compilations (in 30% of the arguments in the Mishnah and 38% of the arguments in the Tosefta corpus), and is, in fact, the most frequent structure from among all the structures in each one of the compilations, whereas Structure 7 – ...ו(מה ל... ש... ש – is rare in both. In all, both compilations make considerable use of both of these structures to reject arguments: in the Tosefta they are found in almost half of the *a fortiori* arguments in the corpus of conversations – in 45% of them (21 arguments), and in the Mishnah – in 31% of the arguments (22 arguments), fewer than in the Tosefta. We can see a greater trend in the Tosefta towards the use of arguments aimed at rejecting arguments than in the Mishnah.

5. Summary

Following the description of the *a fortiori* arguments that appear in the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah, presented in my book (Shemesh-Raiskin 2019, pp. 132–164), a corresponding description of the *a fortiori* arguments that appear in the corpus of halachic give-and-take conversations from the orders Zera‘im, Mo‘ed and Nashim of the Tosefta is presented in this article. This description of the arguments in the corpus of conversations in the Tosefta is aimed at both continuing the previous description of the arguments in the Mishnah and providing a comparison between the arguments that appear in the two compilations.

An examination of the inventory of *a fortiori* arguments in conversations in the Mishnah and Tosefta, which is presented in Section 2, showed first of all that the use of *a fortiori* arguments is a prominent rhetorical device in the halachic give-and-take conversations in both compilations: *a fortiori* arguments are found in about one-fifth of the exchanges between interlocutors in halachic give-and-take conversations in both of the compilations (2.1). The comparison of the inventory of arguments in the conversations in both compilations (2.2) showed that most of the *a fortiori* arguments in the conversations in the Tosefta appear in conversations that do not have corresponding conversations in the Mishnah. An examination of the arguments that appear in corresponding conversations in both the Mishnah and Tosefta found – among other things – two different corresponding arguments that are different from one another in content but
constructed using the same syntactic pattern and two corresponding arguments that are different from one another both in their contents and in their syntactical patterns; the comparison of these corresponding arguments showed that the arguments in the Tosefta are longer and more complex than the corresponding ones in the Mishnah. An examination of other characteristics of the *a fortiori* arguments, as described in other parts of section 2, shows that the arguments are similar in nature in both compilations in terms of where the arguments our situated within the exchanges (2.3) and those making the arguments (2.5).

The various sections of Chapter 3 specified the elements added to the *a fortiori* arguments, which are indicative of their discourse characteristics: elements preceding the *a fortiori* arguments appear in the words of the interlocutors making the arguments (3.1) as additions to the arguments (3.2). It was found that the elements that precede the argument, as well as those added to the argument, are directly connected to the argument, that they are of a halachic and argumentative nature, and that the interlocutor uses them to strengthen the halachic position that he represents in the conversation. In addition, responses to the arguments from the other interlocutor were found (3.3) as well as additions that appear after the arguments (3.4). The examination of all the elements in this chapter showed that they are used more in the Tosefta than in the Mishnah.

Chapter 4 focused on a description of the syntactic patterns of the *a fortiori* arguments in the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Mishnah and Tosefta. The patterns included six of the seven patterns that Azar (1991) found in his article on *a fortiori* arguments in the Mishnah (one pattern is found only in the Mishnah, and one pattern is not found in conversations in either of the two compilations). Also included were three additional structures (one of which is found only in the Mishnah), two of which serve to reject an argument.

From among the patterns that Azar found, the most frequent pattern in the arguments in the conversations in both compilations is Pattern F – 21% in the Mishnah and 28% in the Tosefta; on the other hand, Pattern C – 24% is frequent only in the Mishnah (24%). Pattern F was characterized by Azar as the most frequent pattern in the entire Mishnah (and not only in the halachic give-and-take conversations). Structure 6 – 30% and 38% respectively, and is used to reject arguments of various kinds, including the *a fortiori* argument; in the Mishnah, the proportion of the *a fortiori* argument among the other types of arguments that are rejected is much greater than that found in the Tosefta (in 62% of the arguments with this structure in the Mishnah compared to 28% in the Tosefta). In the Tosefta, greater use was found of arguments aimed at rejecting arguments (45% in the Tosefta compared to 31% in the Mishnah).
This description of the *a fortiori* arguments in the halachic give-and-take conversations in the Tosefta, with a comparison to the situation in the Mishnah, is indicative of the nature of the arguments in the areas of discourse and syntax, and points to differences between the arguments in the two compilations. While this article did not discuss the general question of the relationship between the Mishnah and the Tosefta, its findings may contribute to the discussion of this question.
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